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MODIFICATION OF THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL REKAP PROGRAM 
TO ALLOW FOR CHARRING IN THREE MATERIAL LAYERS 
by 
R. E. Price and F. E. Schultz 
ABSTRACT 
The one-dimensional Reaction Kinetics Ablation Program (REKAP) was modi- 
fied in order t o  compute the thermal response of a ten layer body in which any or 
all of the first three layers may thermally degrade. The application of the modi- 
fied program to one, two and three charring layer problems is described, with 
emphasis on a rocket nozzle throat insert case. 
vii/vj 
NOMENCLATURE 
cP 
cT 
E 
F12 
F23 
g 
HC 
gf 
H 
r H 
K 
K1 
K2 
ierfc 
M 
Pr 
R 
T 
t 
X 
Z 
Specific heat, BTU/lb-deg. R. 
Constant used in turbulent blocking-equation (Appendix A) 
Activation energy, BTU/lb 
Fraction of layer 2 degradation gases which flow int9 layer 1. 
Fraction of layer 3 degradation gases which flow into layer 2. 
Heat of gas phase chemical reactiqn, BTUbb 
Heat of decomposition, BTU/lb 
Recovery enthalpy, BTU/lb 
Thermal conductivity, BTU/sec ft2deg. R. /ft 
Quantity used in the graphite diffusion regime mass loss equation, 
BTU/lb 
Dimensionless quantity used in the graphite diffusion regime mass 
loss equation 
Integral of the complementary e r ror  function 
Molecular weight, lb/lb-mole. 
Mass flux, lb/sec-ft2 
Prandtl number 
Convective heating rate, BTU/sec-ft2 
Universal gas constant, BTU/lb mole-deg. R. 
Temperature, deg. R. 
Time, sec. 
Distance from front face, ft. 
Pre-exponential factor in equation (2) 
i: 
NO MENC LA TURE (C ont f d) 
rl Order of thermal degradation reaction 
f 
P Density, lb/ft3 
AB Ablative material 
AMB Ambient 
BF Back face 
BL Boundary layer 
c Char 
FF Front face 
g Gas 
T T  
SUBSCRIPTS 
LN 
T Total 
Last node, i.e., node nearest back face 
V P  Virgin (un-degraded) material 
W Wall 
1 
2 Second layer 
First layer, i. e., layer adjacent to front face 
3 Third layer 
X 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
One of the dominating factors in the design of a rocket propulsion system is the 
ability of the exhaust nozzle wal l  to withstand an intense thermal environment. For 
some rocket missions of interest it is advantageous to  employ an ablative nozzle and 
thereby avoid the complexity of a liquid cooled system. The design of ablative 
rocket nozzles is often based on empirical information drawn from rocket test firings. 
An experimental study of the thermal performance of a variety of ablative materials 
and nozzle configurations over a range of actual rocket operating conditions is a 
lengthy and costly process. If the physical and chemical processes which control the 
thermal response of an ablative rocket nozzle are adequately characterized, then 
such a parametric study can be performed primarily by means of high-speed computer 
systems. A relatively small amount of rocket test data can serve as  boundary con- 
ditions for the computerized analytical solutions. 
For several years the REKAP eeaction Kinetics - Ablation Program) computer 
program has been used by General Electric, Re-entry-Systemsto solve thermal 
design problems associated with ablative systems (for both rocket nozzles and re-entry 
vehicle heat shields). This program computes the temperature, density and surface 
recession history for a multi-layered slab of material. Charring (i. e. , the in-depth 
gasification of the resin binder of a composite material) has been confined to the first 
layer, prior to the present work. For some rocket nozzle designs of interest a char- 
ring material is employed for sub-surface layers. Under the present contract, the 
capability of the REKAP program has been extended to allow for charring in three 
material layers. 
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2.0 SUMMARY 
The one-dimensional Reaction Kinetics Ablation Program (REKAP) is modified 
to compute the thermal response of a ten layer rocket nozzle in which up to three 
layers may thermally degrade (char). The equation of conservation of energy in a 
charring material is re-written to allow for the flow of degradation gases from one 
charring layer through adjoining charring layers. 
The application of the modified program to one, two and three charring layer 
problems is described, with emphasis on a rocket nozzle throat insert case. 
Appendix A gives a detailed derivation of the equation of conservation of energy 
for three charring layers. Appendix B provides a program user's manual. 
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3.0 DISCUSSION 
! 
The primary function of the REKAP program is to compute finite-difference 
solutions of a conservation of energy equation which is used to describe the thermal 
response of an externally heated slab composed of up to ten layers of material (one 
of which may be a gas gap). Each layer is divided into nodal volumes ("nodestt) 
across each of which all properties (e. g. , temperature, density, chemical compo- 
sition) are defined to be invariant with distance. In effect, an energy equation is 
solved for each node at every computation time step. A detailed derivation of the 
energy equation is presented in Appendix A. Reference 1 contains an analysis of 
the numerical techniques used in the Program. 
The REKAP energy equation may be expressed 
STORAGE CONDUCTION DECOMPOSITION 
as follows: GAS PHASE 
CHEMICAL CONVECTION REACTION 
aT - aT - c &  
'g gT 
p ,  C p ,  K and T are the density, specific heat, thermal conductivity and temperature 
of the solid material, respectively. ETg is the heat required to decompose a unit mass 
of material from solid to gas, C p  is t e mean specific heat of the degradation gases 
within a nodal volume. Hc is the eat which may be absorbed or released due to 
chemical reactions betweefthe gases which may be present within a %odeft. AgT is 
the total mass flux of the degradation gases which flow through a node toward the 
front surface. 
fl - 
B _._ 
The thermal conductivity, K and the specific heat Cp,  of a charring material are  
both temperature and density dependent so that the values of K and Cp within a node 
are determined by the instantaneous values of T and p for that node, 
In order to evaluate the rate of heat conduction (K aT/3x) into a body at the front 
surface, an energy flux balance is performed. In other words, the total heat flux toward 
the surface is balanced against the total flux away from the surface. The REKAP pro- 
gram provides for surface heating due to convection, radiation and chemical reaction 
(e, g. , combustion in an adjacent gaseous boundary layer). Surface cooling mechanisms 
include re-radiation, heat absorption due to melting or  vaporization, the "blocking" of 
convective heating due to surface out-gassing and finally, heat conduction into the solid 
body (K aTbX). 
For a charring material\ REKAP computes the rate of change of material density by 
means of an Arrhenius relation of the form: 
(2) 92 = - 
a t  
in which the subscripts VPt t  and rtC", respectively designate virgin (i. e., uncharred) 
material and completely charred material. p and T are the instantaneous local values 
of solid material density and temperature. It was assumed that the degradation pro- 
cess within a particular layer is negligibly affected by the presence of gases which 
have originated in another layer. This assumption is judged to be reasonable because 
within any charring layer the degradation process is essentially complete, on a mass 
basis, prior to the entry of gases from a sub-layer. For example, gas cannot flow 
from layer two into layer one (the layer adjacent to the front surface) unless the inter- 
vening solid material is porous, which is the case only when the material near the 
backface of layer one is charred. Therefore, Z ,  E and 
equation (1) are functions only of the material within a given layer. 
of equation (2) and Hgf of 
The gas mass flux GgT is the total mass flux of the gases which may flow through 
a node, regardless of their origin, Within their layer of origin, the mass flux of de- 
gradation gases evaluated at depth X is given by: 
X I  
%F 
(3) m g =-/  ($) 
X~~ 
in which ??BF” denotes the backface of the layer and ap,& is computed according to 
equation (2). The minus sign in equation (3) is required because the degradation gases 
flow toward the surface (i. e. , in the minus X direction), The total mass flux through 
a node is expressed a s  follows for layers one, two and three,respectively: 
+ F  9 
FF 83 
(4) (&gT)l = hgl + F 1 2  Ij” g2 1 2  
FF 
F12 represents the fraction (by mass) of the gases generated within layer two which 
flow into layer one. Similarly, F23 is the fraction of layer three gases which flow into 
layer two. These fractions a re  computed as follows: 
LN1 and 
- P  
vpl 
P 
- 
(7) F12 
i 
z 1 
4 
The subscripts 1 and 2 signify layers one and two, respectively. LN refers the node 
at the back of a layer. A rapid change in the heat flux to the €rant face of layer one will 
cause a considerably slower change in the backface temperature@ of layers one and two 
€or typical charring materials and layer thicknesses. Since the time rates of change of 
F12 and F23 depend on (ap/at)LN and (ap/bt)LNZ respectively (Pvp m d  pc a re  con- 
stants), the rate of change of thehow rate of degradation gaseg from one lgiyer into 
another is relatively insensitive to rather sudden changes in the heating rate from the 
external environment to the front face. Therefore, it is unlikely that time variations 
of F12 and F23 will  significantly contribute to mathematical instability in the finite dif- 
ference solution of the energy equation. Another section of the pregent report presents 
the results of a REKAP run which serves to confirm this conclusion. 
In solving the energy equation (1) for a particular node and time step, the specific 
heat and the heat of chemical reaction, Tp and Hc respectively, must be evaluated 
for the mixture of layer one, two and three gases w ich may reside in the node over 
that time interval. epg and are calculated on a mass fraction basis as follows: 
fl g 
cg 
* &  * &  + F  12’ F23’ ‘P 
81 g2 g2 FF %3 g3F F 
(“.p), = (“pgl* rin + F12* cP 
/ r g T ) , . ’  
I/(”., ) ’ (EPP), = (“Pg2’ rin + F23’ ‘P * l i l  
(EPp), = cP ’ 
83 2 82 
83 
*xh + F  * H c  * &  + FI2* F23’ H C fi 
(ccg)l  = (“. gl g1 g2 g2 FF g3 ggFF 12 
/(lpT)2 ’ 
)/(mgT)2 ’ and 
H * &  + F  O H  * I %  
FF 
g3 23 c 
g2 g3 
($g)3 = Hc * 
g3 
5 
Hc applies 
generated in 
81 
only to chemical reactions which may take place between gases which are 
i&y.er one. and & h e  the analogous meanihgs for layers two and Hcg2 83 - _  
thyee. Therefore, dheffoma of, relations (12) and (13) implies that chemical ,reactions 
between the gaseous degradation products from any layer are negligibly affected by the 
presence of gaseous species which'are generated within another: layer, This assump- 
tion is considered to  be valid&ecauae no gas can flow from layer two h t o  layer one (or 
from layer three into fayer two) until layer one is almost totally degraded-.- That is, no 
"foreign" gases are-admitted to a layer until its back node chars (note-the dependence 
of F12 and Fii onpLN3andpLN2, respectively). After they escape from a given layer, 
degradiation gases may continue to react amohg themselvhs according the the B of ' 
their layer of origin, The Hc for'each charring layer is input to the program in a . 
temperature-dependent table 50 encompass the full range of temperature to which 
gaseous deeadation products may be exposed'(whether they 'remain in one layer o r  
!% 
flow 'into' other layers). Y 
i 
. .  
For some configuyations of interest a non'charring (and hence non-porous) mate- 
rial may be sandwiched between charring layers or  between a charring layer and the 
front surface, of layer one. In these cases, degradation gases are impeded from flowing 
to the surface. It was assumed th 
charring interface. The correspo 
expressed as  follows for a charring layer: 
hese gases leave the system at the charringhon- 
g rate of energy loss from the system can be 
where T A ~  is the temperature of the surroundings into which the gases escape. It 
can be conjectured that in these situations there may be a sub-surface pressu 
up sufficient to cause mechanical failure or to alter degradation kinetics. A 
of these effects was outside the scope of the present contract requirements. 
The recession rate due totmass removal at  the surface is calculated according to 
any one of a variety of analytical models which a r e  based on the aerothermochemical 
inter-action between the surface and its environment. Withinthe REKAP program a co- 
ordinate transformation is made so that the nodes in the first material layer (reces- 
sion is limited to the first layer) shrink in size as the surface ablates (nodes are not 
"dropped"). 
3.1 ApplicatTon of the Modified Program 
In order to test the three-charring layer REKAP program, three sets of computer 
runs were made, The first group of (nine) test cases served to establish that the mod- 
ified program and the previous program produce identical results for problems which 
do not involve charring past the first material layer. The second set of check runs is 
concerned with the prediction of the thermal response of a rocket nozzle throat insert 
6 
upon exposure to two different rocket engine firing cycles. The final group of (three) 
test computer runs deals with two and three charring layer problems. Copies of the 
computed results for all the test cases have been delivered to the NASA Lewis Re- 
search Center in Cleveland, Ohio. 
JTA Graphite, 0.514 inch thick at nozzle throat 
Fiberite MX2641 Ablative, 1.386 inch thick at throat 
1.6 
100 psia 
1 206 seconds firing, followed by cool-down to ambient 
1 N204/50% N2H4 - 50% UDMH 
3.1.1 Input Data for Rocket Throat Insert Cases 
A description of the throat insert and of the pertinent rocket engine operating 
characteristics are presented in Table 1. It is noted that the conditions for Test 1 
and Test 2 are identical except for the oxidizer/fuel ratio and the firing cycle, With 
respect to the REKAP program, Test 2 includes all the essential features of Test 1, 
in addition to a greater variation in heating environment. Therefore, with regard to 
the rocket insert computations it seems appropriate to concentrate discussion on the 
REKAP runs for Test Case 2. 
TABLE 1. ROCKET THROAT INSERT TESTS 
TEST 1 
Insert 
Backup Material 
O/F 
Pc 
Rocket Cycle 
Propellant 
TEST 2 
Insert 
Backup Material 
O/F 
Pc 
Rocket Cycle 
Propellant 
* 
* 
2.0 
* 
99 seconds firing, cool-down to ambient, followed by 170 
seconds firing and cool-down to ambient 
* 
*Same as for Test 1 
7 
1 
A s  presented in Table 1, the rocket throat insert consists of a layer of JTA graphite 1 
over a layer of Fiberite MX2641 ablative material. The properties of JTA graphite are 
given in Figure 1. The thermal properties used for Fiberite MX2641 are presented in 
Table 2 and in Figure 2. The values given for Hgf, bg, % Z1, Z2, Z3, El, E2 and E3 
apply to refrasil phenolic materials having a thirty percent pisin content (to which class 
Fiberite MX2641 belongs). The Fiberite thermal conductivity for temperatures up to 
750 degrees Fahrenheit is found in Reference 2. For higher temperatures it was assumed 
that the conductivity-temperature dependence is similar to that presented in Reference 3 
for silica phenolic materials. 
TABLE 2. REKAP PROPERTIES FOR FIBERITE MX2641 
r 
It em 
H 
gf 
cP 
HC 
g 
g 
MI 
rl 
chart (5)2 
Chart (6)2 
2 
Chart (7) 
1 
M~~ 
M~~~ 
Value 
400 BTU/lb 
0.6 BTU/lb deg. R 
0 
30 lb/lb mole 
6 -1 
lf4, 1300, 10  sec 
1200, 33500, 56040 BTU/lb-mole 
112 lb/ft3 
3 94.3 lb/ft (assumed that pc/pvp is the same as for 30% 
resin phenolic refrasil) 
2 
1 
-0.4 
1 
0.4 
1 
.7 
1 
n 
‘See Appendix A 
Reference 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 
4 
6 
4Y5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
L 
See Appendix B 
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The rocket throat insert is initially at ambient temperature. Almost instantane- 
ously after ignition of the oxidizer-fuel mixture, the throat insert is exposed to the hot 
(- 5000 deg R) combustion gases. The insert temperature response for this starting 
transient was computed by the program using an approximate analytic solution of the 
equation of one-dimensional heat conduction in a semi-infinite slab having constant 
thermal properties and constant heat flux at the surface (References 7 and 8): 
in which AT is the temperature rise at depth X for surface heating duration At. The 
applicability of equation (16) depends on the validity of the T1semi-infinite slabtT (i. e., 
ATBF = 0) and the "constant thermal properties" assumptions. For equation (16) the 
maximum backface temperature rise for the JTA layer would take place for the cold 
wall heat flux and the room temperature value of p Cp/K. Figure 3 shows the maxi- 
mum backface AT plotted versus At. For the REKAP run a & of 0.15 seconds was 
chosen (maximum backface AT = 2.5 deg R). The er ror  in surface temperature was 
less than 5 percent as a result of the %onstant thermal propertiesTT assumption, The 
full finite-difference energy equation solution could be used, but this would require 
initial computation time steps considerably smaller than 0.15 seconds and involve 
more computer operations to achieve essentially the same result as provided by the 
analytic solution. 
The convective heat transfer coefficient at the rocket nozzle throat was calculated 
according to the formulation given in Reference 9. The thermal properties in the throat 
boundary layer were evaluated at the reference temperature stated by Summerfield 
(Reference 9) to give 'Ithe best correlation of experimental resultsTt: 
= T + 0.23 (T - T ) + 0.19 (Tr - Tw), which approaches 
T~~~ W g w  (1 7) 
- T* as the Mach number approaches zero. REF 2 (1 8) T 
A temperature recovery factor of 0.91 was used, according to Spmmerfield's experi- 
mentally based estimation for a compressible turbulent boundary layer in a rocket 
nozzle. The boundary layer edge conditions were determined by utilizing an equilib- 
rium Mollier diagram for N204/50 percent hydrazine - 50 percent UDMH (Reference 
10) and assuming an isentropic expansion process from the rocket combustion chamber 
to the throat. The thermodynamic and transport properties and the combustiop cham- 
ber temperature were obtained from Reference 11. The final results of the heat trans- 
fer coefficient calculation are: 
For O/F = 2.0, &/(TR - Tw) = 0.163 BTU/SW ft2 deg R, which corresponds 
to Qc/(hr - b) = 0.233 BTU/sec ft2/BTU/lb. The heat transfer coefficient 
for O/F = 1.6 was taken to be essentially the same as for O/F = 2.0. 
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The heat transfer coefficient as calculated above is approximately 65 percent lower 
than that calculated using the simplified Bartz equation (Reference 12). In his deri- 
vation Bartz states: "If it is allowed that Cp and Pr do not vary appreciably with 
temperature, they can be assumed constant at stagnation temperature values.. . . l 1  
In Bartz' equation the heat transfer coefficient is proportional to (Cp/Pr)'* 6o Figure 4 
shows the variation of (Cp/Pr)Oo6 with temperature. If Bartz' equation (3) is used 
(variable Cp and Pr) the resulting value of the heat transfer coefficient differs by 
less than 10 percent from the value given above. 
3.1.2 Computed Results for Rocket Throat Insert 
Figures 5 and 6 show typical REKAP results for the in-depth temperature history 
of the rocket throat insert during firing and cool-down, respectively. Figure 7 presents 
the wall temperature history as well as the front and back face temperature history for 
the Fiberite back-up material. Figure 8 gives the density profile history for the 
Fiberite layer. The specifications for the REKAP test case (see Table 1) require that 
the throat insert thermal response be computed for "cool-down to ambient". Figure 8 
shows that very little thermal degradation occurs after t = 300 seconds. The REKAP 
program predicts that there will be no further degradation after t = 700 seconds. Fig- 
ure 9 presents the history of degradation gas flow rate at the front surface of the 
Fiberite sub-layer. 
Experimental measurements of rocket throat surface recession are compared with 
REKAP results in Figure 10. In order to develop an adequate model for surface re- 
cession it is necessary to solve the chemistry problem at the surface between graphite 
and the N204/UDMH-hydrazine combustion gases. Such chemical analysis was outside 
the scope of the present contract. However, the REKAP model for the recession of 
graphite was adjusted to  obtain an agreement with the experimental values. The REKAP 
surface temperature results (2000-5000 deg R) indicate that the process of diffusion of 
oxygen-bearing species to the surface would predominate for an - a i r  boundary layer. For 
this regime the REKAP equation of surface recession is: 
1 qC s =  m Psur fac e (K1 + K2 (Hr - c PBLTW) 
(19) 
in which, S, is the surface recession rate, 4, is the convective heating rate, Hr is the 
recovery enthalpy, C p  is the mean specific heat of the boundary layer gases, TW is 
cess. Equation (19) suggests that K1+ K2 (Hr-CpBL TW) may be interpreted as a "hot 
wall effective heat of ablation". It was assumed that in the (Hr-CpBLTW) range of 
interest K1 = 0. Measurments of the slope of curves of experimental throat recession 
distance versus time and theoretical values of qc, Hr, CpBL and TW (previous REKAP 
results) were employed with equation (19) to obtain effective values of K2. This ap- 
proach may be useful in predicting the recession of graphite in the NzU&JDMH-hyra- 
zine environment for other nozzles, 
the wall temperature, BLd an K1 and K2 a re  quantities which depend upon the diffusion pro- 
10 
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3.1 .3  Computed Results for Two and Three Charring Layers 
A group of two and three charring layer test cases was devised, No 
made to analyze multi-layer configurations of existing materials. Inste 
properties were tailored to provide a rigorous test of the present REKA 
That is, the thermal conductivities and degradation coefficients (Z and E in equation 2) 
were chosen to allow a considerable degree of sub-layer charring and inter-layer flow 
of degradation gases. 
Figures 11 and 14, respectively give the in-depth density profile history for a two 
and a three charring layer problem, Figures 12  and 15 present the corresponding his- 
tories of the inter-layer gas flow control factors FI2 and FZ3 which a re  defined in 
equations (7) and (8) of this report. Figures 1 2  and 15 demonstrate that the admission 
of gases from one layer into another is accomplished smoothly with respect to time. 
Thus the finite difference solution of the energy equation is preserved from any sudden 
changes and a potential source of mathematical instability is suppressed. Figures 13 
and 1 6  show the flow rates of degradation gases at the front face of their respective 
layers of origin. For example, the curve labeled "Layer 2" in Figure 13  gives the 
flow rate of the gases which are generated within layer 2, evaluated at the front face 
of layer 2. The !'Total at the Front Face" curve shows the value of the gas mass flux 
at the front surface as given by equations (4), (5) and (6). This is the mass flux which 
is used in the calculation of the "blocking" of convective heating (see Appendix A). 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Reaction Kinetics Ablation Program (REKAP) has been modified to account 
for simultaneous thermal degradation in any or all of the first three layers in a ten 
layer composite. 
The modified program was used to predict the thermal response of a nozzle throat 
insert in an N204/UDMH-hydrazine rocket having a combustion chamber pressure of 
100 psia and a throat diameter of 1.2 inches. The throat insert consists of a layer of 
JTA graphite backed by Fiberite NIX2641 ablative material, The REKAP results indicate 
that the JTA graphite attains a steady-state surface temperature of approximately 5000 
deg R after 30 seconds of rocket firing. After 99 seconds of firing the Fiberite temper- 
ature remains below 700 deg R at a depth of 0.5 inch (measured from the graphite back 
face) and the llchar depth" (the depth at which the density equals 97 percent of the virgin 
material density) is approximately 0.25 inch. 
graphite temperature decreases from 5000 to 1000 deg R while the back face temperature 
of the Fiberite rises to approximately 600 deg R. Fiberite thermal degradation is es- 
sentially complete after 200 seconds of cool-down, when the char depth is 0.35 inch. 
After 600 seconds of cool-down the rate of degradation is approximately zero and the 
char depth is 0.36 inch. 
During 600 seconds of cool-down, the 
The surface recession history of JTA graphite in an N204/UDMH-hydrazine 
environment can be adequately described if the proper surface chemistry constants 
are used in conjunction with the REKAP program. It is recommended that a boundary 
layer-surface chemistry computer program be used to develop surface recession 
models for rocket nozzle flow environments. A set of surface recession parameters 
for a range of pressure, temperature and O/F ratio could be derived for each surface 
material and oxidizer-fuel system of interest. 
12 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
In this appendix, a thermal ablation model is derived for a thermosetting plastic. 
Consideration is given first to  the general three-dimensional case. Simplifications 
are then introduced to obtain an equation which reasonably satisfies the physical 
model. 
The philosophy of this derivation is to start from fundamental physical prin- 
ciples and to utilize the concepts of continuum mechanics to proceed in a step-by- 
step fashion, listing all assumptions. 
Figure A-1 shows a cross-section of the ablation model. Initially, the outer 
boundary coincides with the broken line as  indicated. The ambient temperature is 
low enough so that no chemical reactions occur within the plastic. Furthermore, 
the outer boundary is at the same temperature as  its surroundings and, therefore, 
radiation to or from the front face is zero. 
Convective and radiative heat fluxes (arbitrary with time) are impressed on 
the outer boundary. As a consequence of thermal conduction, laminates of the 
plastic near the outer boundary increase in  temperature and the front face begins to 
radiate heat. In time, the hotter laminates undergo a chemical reaction which con- 
verts the virgin plastic into hydrocarbon gas and a porous char residue. 
The gas pressure within the porous char increases as the virgin material under- 
goes chemical reaction. A s  a consequence, a pressure profile is established 
throughout the porous region causing the gas to flow to adjacent pores of lower 
pressure. In general, the gas flow will  be to the outer boundary and result in thermal 
energy being introduced due to friction. Heat transfer will occur between char and 
gas if their respective temperatures a re  different. Varying temperature or pressure 
changes, or any combination of these two conditions, can result in chemical changes 
in the gas (cracking or recombination), which wil l  absorb or generate thermal energy. 
As the gas passes the outer boundary, a portion of the convective heat flux is blocked. 
As  more and more heat enters the front face, reaction laminates will completely de- 
gas, thus forming a char layer while moving the reaction zone deeper into the body. 
And, of course, the outer boundary moves as a result of structural failure, oxidation, 
or both, If the outer boundary temperature becomes high enough, the char layer 
will  either melt (as i n  the case of a material having silica fibers), or undergo sur- 
face reaction with the boundary layer gases (as for the graphite materials). 
OUTER REACTION BOUNDARY 
VIRGIN 
PLASTIC 
I 
u u  
STUDIED ELEMENT 
INITIAL 
OUTER 
BOUNDARY 
+---- c- 
I 
Figure A-1. Schematic of a Degrading Plastic and Corresponding Profiles 
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2.0 PHYSICAL MODEL 
The physical model is that of a multicomponent flow of chemically reacting 
gases through a porous medium which is itself undergoing chemical reactions. The 
ablation material consists of unreacted solid (denoted by subscript p), which de- 
composes to a porous solid (subscript C) and gaseous products of reaction (subscript 
g). The decomposition process can be schematically represented as : 
L 
P(S) + C(S) + G(g) 
Before decomposition begins, the ablation material consists solely of unreacted 
solid, After the process has gone to  completion, only solid and gaseous products of 
reaction exist. 
All  densities are based on the same unit reference volume of the mixture (solid 
and gas). Consequently, as the decomposition proceeds at a given location, p 
decreases from some initial value to zero while pc is simultaneously increasing 
from zero to some final value. 
P 
The gaseous ablation products are formed by the decomposition of the unreacted 
solid material. They are a mixture of many different chemical species which flow 
and diffuse through the porous solid. The various species may react with one another 
in the gas phase resulting in the familiar ffcracking'f effect. They may also react 
with the surrounding solid material, causing a reduction (or increase) in solid 
density. 
In order to validly apply continuum theory to a porous medium, all quantities 
a re  presumed to be suitably averaged over an area which is small with respect to 
the macroscopic dimensions of the material but large with respect to  pore size, It 
is assumed that the ratio of pore area to total area is the same as that of pore volume 
to  total volume, the latter ratio being the definition of porosity. 
The solid species remain stationary because the displacements due to thermal 
expansion, a stress field and/or changes in molecular structure are generally 
negligible. All species are considered to be pure substances. External body forces 
(e. g. gravity) have been neglected because they are small for most practical ap- 
plications. 
1 
i 
. 
3 .O EQUATIONS 0 F STATE 
The caloric equation of state for each solid specie is assumed to be of the form: 
e = e  (T) e P = eP(T) and c c  
Thus, for any process: 
m 
e P = Cvp dT + (eFp) 
TR TR 
m 
1 
and ec = J Cvc dT (eFJ 
TR TR 
The internal energy accounts for thermal and chemical energy. The solid species 
do not have a thermal equation of state because densities a re  determined by the 
application of non-equilibrium reaction kinetics. 
The gaseous products are assumed to be a mixture of chemically reacting per- 
fect gases. Thus, the thermal and caloric equations of state for each specie are: 
R 
i 
p i = p i  T, 
e i = f 'vi dT+ fFi)  
TR TR 
and h i = /T Cpi d T +  (eF.) 
TR TR 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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Note that Pi and pi are partial quantities which are based on a reference volume of 
the entire mixture (solid plus gas), 
For the gaseous mixture a s  a whole, we have (assuming Dalton's Law of Partial 
Pressures is valid): 
R 
P = p  7 T ,  
Mg 
1 
M =  9 
e = C K e  i i  and 
g 
i 
h = X K . h  i i  
g 
i 
(7) 
Note that these assumptions imply that pressure, stress, chemical reactions, etc, 
have a negligible effect on the specific internal energy of each specie. Obviously, 
they do affect the amount of each specie present at a given location and thus they do 
effect the total energy. 
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4.0 DIFFUSION VELOCITIES 
In the flow of multicomponent gases, diffusion currents are generated by 
gradients in concentration, pressure and temperature For the present problem, 
pressure and thermal diffusion effects should be small and so they are neglected. 
The velocity of the ith species relative to a fixed coordinate system is defined as 
Vi. Tbe mass-averaged or observable velocity of the total gas flow is defined as: 
3 
A 
The diffusional velocity of the ith species (V ) is defined as the velocity of the i th  
specie relative to the mass-averaged velocit 4 : 
Note that: 
To summarize, the absolute velocity of the ith species is given by the vector 
sum of the mean flow velocity and the diffusional velocity of the ith species, and the 
mass-averaged diffusional velocity is zero: 
i 
For ordinary coacentration diffusion in a multicomponent gas, a first order ap- 
proximation for V 
all species. For a mixture of perfect gases: 
is that it depends linearly upon the concentration gradients of di 
2 n 
-L - - 
Mi Mj Pij V Xj 
pi 'd i Pg i + j  
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Use of this equation to determine the composition of the mixture results in a for- 
midable mathematical problem. Also, since we are dealing with transport phenomena 
in a porous medium, its accuracy is not assured. It has been noted by Von Karman 
(Reference 1) that f 7  . . . the process in a multicomponent mixture is so complicated 
that one mostly uses an approximation by considering the diffusion to  be between one 
appropriately chosen component and the mixture of the rest replaced by a homo- 
geneous gas of average characteristicsft, i, e., an effective binary mixture insofar 
as diffusion is concerned, 
With this approximation, the diffusion velocity is related to  the mass concen- 
tration by Fick's Law: 
The concept of an effective binary mixture would be a useful starting point in ac- 
counting for the effects of diffusion. The largest e r ro r  in this approximation probably 
results from the assumption that the diffusion coefficient for all species are the 
same. 
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6.0 MOMENTUM EQUATION 
Experimental evidence for the flow of a gas through a porous medium indicates 
that the usual momentum equation of fluid mechanics does not apply (e. g. Reference 
2). Consequently, it must be replaced by an empirical relationship between velocity 
and pressure. For the flow of a homogeneous gas through a porous medium at low 
velocities, Darcy's Law is reasonably accurate (Reference 2). Very little is known 
about the present case of chemically reacting flow through a medium of variable 
porosity. It wil l  be assumed that Darcy's Law gives an adequate representation 
for the present problem, although other forms could be used if  desired. Thus: 
where k is the permeability of the charring material and /.i is the viscosity of the 
ablation gases. These quantities are normally determined by experiment. 
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6.0 CONTINUITY EQUATIONS 
The principal of conservation of mass  as applied to the ith gaseous specie within a 
stationary control volume says that the rate at which mass is accumulated within the 
volume. equals the rate at which mass is transported out by convection and diffusion plus 
the net rate of production due to  chemical reaction. The mathematical statement of 
this is: 
Here Wi is the net amount of specie i produced per unit volume per unit time. Note that 
Wi includes the rate of formation of the species from the unreacted solid as well as from 
any further gas phase or gas-solid phase reactions that might occur. 
The surface integral involved in (13) can be transformed into a volume integral by 
means of the Divergence Theorem*: 
The order of integration and differentiation can be interchanged* so that: 
*It is assumed that all functions are continuous and continuously differentiable and that 
the region is simply connected (Reference 3). 
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Substituting these relations into (13) yields: 
Since the volume is arbitrary the integrand must be identically zero. Thus the species 
continuity equation is: 
Summing this equation over all gaseous species and noting that 
2 = o :  p i = p g :  c w i = w  
g i 
'iVd 
i i i 
results in the continuity equation for the gas: 
Now, gas phase reactions do not changf the total mass of gas present; rather, they 
redistribute the species. Therefore, Wg = c Wi is the total rate at which gas is being 
produced by the decomposition of the unreaded material and by gas-solid phase 
reactions. 
The continuity equations for the solid species are: 
a P  
a P  
= Wp and a t  
a t  
C 
= w, -
42 
W is the rate of depletion of the unreacted material due to decomposition. For charring 
abfation materials, the decomposition is irreversible and the rate at which it proceeds is 
generally limited by chemical kinetics. 'jvp is deduced from TGA (thermogravimetric 
analysis) experiments and is often expressed analytically as a single nth order reaction 
with an Arrhenius "rate constant. 
W = -A (P )n, 
P P 
A = A e x p  0 ( -&)  
Wc is the rate at which char is formed from the decomposition of the unreacted material 
(generally a known fraction of Wp) and from gas-solid phase reactions. There is no overall 
production of mass so that  
w +w + w  = o .  
P C g  
It is useful to separate out the mass production rates due to the decomposition, the gas 
phase reactions, and the gas-solid phase reactions. This can be done by introducing 
some new quantities. 
w = - ( l - f c ) W p + W  0 
g g 
Here fc denotes the fraction of unreacted material which forms char (not necessarily 
constant) and the superscript double prime denotes gas-solid phase reactions only. 
The first part of these equations states that char and gas are produced from the de- 
composition of the unreacted material, while the second part accounts for additional 
formation due to gas-solid phase reactions. Note that 
. I t  . t t  w =-w g C 
which follows from (18). 
Finally, the species continuity equation can be expressed in terms of gas phase 
reactions only. Using pi = K. P and the chain rule on (14) yields: 1 g  
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The first  term in brackets equals Wg by virture of (15) and so: 
Where: 
Wi = Wi - Ki Wg 0 
Wi ' is the net rate of production of the ith species minus the amount of the ith species 
formed by the decomposition of the unreacted material plus gas-solid phase reactions. 
Consequently, Wit is the net rate of production due to gas phase reactions only. Note 
that: 
I 
wi = O m  
i 
In general, the Wit are fu ction of temperature, pressure nd composition and a e 
determined from a knowledge of the exact chemical reactions which occur. 
slow reactions in the gas phase (i. e. , "frozen-flow"), the Wit = 0. For very fast 
reactions, the flow will be in local thermochemical equilibrium and the Wi' a r e  
determined by imposing constraints on the composition (i. e. , equilibrium Tfconstants'f). 
For very 
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7.0 ENERGY EQUATION 
The energy equation is derived by applying the First Law of Thermodynamics to a 
stationary control volume within the material. This means that the time rate of change 
of the total energy within the volume equals the rate at which energy is transported into 
the volume minus the rate at which 
work is being done on the volume. 
energy is being convected out plus the rate at which 
The mathematical expression is 
r 
The energy flux vector Q may be expressed in terms of contributions due to heat con- 
duction, thermal radiation and diffusion (References 4, 5 and 6): 
It now remains to relate the heat flux vectors and the surface force per unit area to the 
variables of the problem. Since the solid and the gas are in intimate contact, it is 
assumed that the temperature of the gas equals that of the solid. The conductioii heat 
flux vector is approximately linearly dependent upon the temperature gradients. For 
an isotropic material this implies that 
which is Fourier's Law. 
For anisotropic material, the heat flux depends upon temperature gradients through 
a second order conductivity tensor. In rectangular Cartesian coordinates, this is 
aT  2. e .  = K  -A qc i axj i 
j 
For the purposes of the present analysis, the material will be considered isotropic 
although it is noted that it would be easy to include (25) in the analysis should sufficient 
data be available to justify it. Thus, the conduction heat flux vector is related to the 
temperature by: 
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Note that the conductivity will be a weighted average of the conductivities of all species 
that are present, both solid and gas. 
In general, the radiation heat flux vector accounts for the net effect of emission, 
absorption and scattering of thermal radiation of all wavelengths within the material. 
It is usually assumed that scattering is negligible, the material is isotropic and that 
the optical properties do not d y e n d  on the wavelength. Even with these drastic as- 
sumptions, the calculation of qR is quite complex. Thus, for practical calculations, 
q; is usually neglected and the transport of thermal radiation is approximately ac- 
counted for by an increase in thermal conductivity with temperature. 
The surface force per unit area can be related to  the stresses by considering the 
forces acting on a small tetrahedron (p. 101, Reference 7). 
-L 
$ = n e  T .  
Lv 
2 
n is an outward unit normal and T is a second order stress tensor whose components 
are 0 i.. 
Note tdat this is a dot product of a vector with a tensor and the result is a vector which 
is different from *, both in magnitude and direction. Using indicia1 notation, the sur- 
face force would be expressed as: 
N 
A A 
P = a .  n . e  
ij 1 j 
The required work term is: 
The stress tensor may be separated into a hydrostatic pressure component (a 
scalar) and a viscous stress tensor: 
T'- P + T  
N cy 
For a linear isotropic fluid, the viscous stresses are  linearly related to the 
velocity gradients. For the purposes of this analysis, the viscous stresses will be 
retained in the general form of 7. The final form of the work term is then: 
N 
Substituting (25) ,  (26) and (27) into (24) and following exactly the same procedure as with 
the species continuity equation results in the differential energy equation: 
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The various terms of the energy equation can be expanded and rearranged 
(28) 
to a more 
convenient form. Adding the term ap/a t + p - pv" to both sides of (28) and using Dalton's 
Law gives: 
2 
+ Z P i  (ei+-+ 'i 
i Pi 
+v*[c , ,T?  i ti+- Pi  + ")I 2 + v . [ ~ p i ~ ~ i h i ]  
Noting that 
h = e i + -  'i ' * p, =ZPi i 
Pi 
i 
and using the chain rule, (29) can be expanded to: 
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Noting that the temperature of the gas equals that of the solid, differentiating the caloric 
equations of state, (l), (2) and (5) yields: 
a T  ae 
at  cv dta 
c =  
C 
bT -- - c -, and i 
ah 
a t  Pi at 
V h  = C  VT. 
i Pi 
Substituting these relations into (30) and rearranging terms gives 
J 
aP A 
at 
+ - + V  * (V 7 )  - 
The second and eighth terms can be simplified by use of the continuity equations. 
Using (14), (16) and (17), the second term becomes 
[ e  e ]  = e ~ + e c W  + x h i W i .  
P P  C i 
Using (23), this last term is: 
From (19), (20), and (21) we have: 
. * ? f  
w = - f  w + w c  , 
C C P  
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w = - ( 1 - f ) W  + w  
g C P  g 
( 1  . ? t  
and W = - W g C .  
Combining these relations, the final form of the second term of (31) is: 
. 
1 ?I = - I b  [ ‘ l - fc )h  + f  e - e  ] + Ib. h - Wc @g-ev)  (32) i i  i c. -1 P g c e  Vp 
The eighth term of (31) can be expanded to: 
Using (15), the final form of the eighth term is: 
49 
Substituting (32) and (33) into (31) yields a final form of the energy equation: 
I. Storage 
11. Decomposition III. Cracking IV. Gas-solid phase reaction 
. 11 - fig - ec) -6 P [ , - f ) h  c g  + f  c c  e - e ]  P +Elki+ C 
V. Convection VI. Diffusion 
VII. VI11 . IX. X. 
Heat Conduction Thermal Radiation Pressure Kinetic Energy 
- 4  v - v  & + -  
2 g 
XI. Viscous Stresses 
a (34) 
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8.0 SUMNIARY OF EQUATIONS 
Energy Equation 
1 + p )E- W P [ ( l - f c )hg+fcec -e  P C pg 
Species Continuity 
Continuity 
-5. . I 1  - +  apf3 v ' p  v = -  ( l - f c , W p - W c 9  
a t  g 
a %  . 1 1  
- =  - f  w + w .  
a t  C P  C 
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The various terms of this equation are identified as: 
I 
I1 
111 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
Ix 
X 
XI 
energy storage 
energy absorbed due to the decomposition of the solid 
energy absorbed due to gas phase reactions (i. e. cracking) 
energy absorbed due to gas-solid phase reactions 
energy transfer due to convection 
energy transfer due to diffusion 
energy transfer due to heat conduction 
energy transfer due to thermal radiation 
rate of work associated with the pressure 
kinetic energy associated with gas formation 
rate of work associated with the viscous stresses and kinetic energy 
The "heat of decomposition!' appears in term 11: 
h = (1 - fc) hg + fc ec - e 
V 
P gf 
If the usual momentum equation could be used to simplify term XI, it would reduce 
to the familiar work of pressure forces plus the work of viscous forces (i. e. V Vp +@ 
where ih is the dissipation function). 
State -
R P = p  - T o  
Mg 
Momentum 
52 
Diffusion (binary mixture approximation) 
Neglecting 
(N is the total number of gaseous species): 
and qr there are 6+2 (N - 1) equations for the following physical variables 
These equations require that the following material properties (10 + 4 N  in all) be 
known functions of the variables: 
C , e  W 
V P’ P P 
. ?  
5 3  
9.0 DISCUSSION 
The equations developed so far represent a quite general physical model of charring 
ablation. They account for the simultaneous transfer of energy and mass within a 
solid material of variable porosity which is decomposing. The ablation gases may be 
flowing, diffusing, reacting with themselves or reacting with the char and they are not 
necessarily in local thermochemical equilibrium. 
It is generally desirable to invoke further physical assumptions in order to sim- 
plify the mathematical analysis and to reduce the number of required material proper- 
ties, which are often not known. Several of these assumptions will now be discussed. 
Two approaches will be described for the simplification of the general equations 
derived above. One approach to the problem is to simplify the gas chemistry while 
retainingthe gas dynamical features, The ultimate end in this approach is to assume 
that the gas contains only a single specie. Note that this assumption does not exclude 
gas-solid phase reactions. Thus, we have Vd. = 0, I$i' = 0 and the species contipuity 
equation is superfluous. Neglecting the radian\ flux and using the definitions of Wc Q9) 
and Wg (20), equations (35) - (39) simplify to: 
4 
Energy 
2 
+ e  C + p C  )E+ ( I k p e p + V b e  + W  
( P p C w  c vc pg 
(43) 
c c  
Continuity 
. 
- = w .  
P 
a P P  
at  
= WC' a PC a t  
- 
6 
(44) 
(45) 
w + w + w  = 0. 
P C g 
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(47) 
State -
T. R P = p x  
Momentum 
The gas density used in the derivation of the equations described here is the weight 
of the gas in a given solid-gas volume divided by that volume, The gas density referred 
to within the REKAP program is the above density divided by the porosity of the mate- 
rial. Porosity is defined as: 
Void Volume 
Total Volume Total Volume 
-  Actual Gas Volume € =  
The porosity is calculated at each step by: 
The thermal conducti-vity of the gas (kg) and thermal conductivity of the solid (Ks) are  
each based on their respective areas. 
5 is the final density of the char based on the volume of the char (i. e. if the char 
is carton then pc is equal to the density of carbon) and EVp is the initial density of 
the virgin plastic before heating or any charring has taken place. 
Now simplifying the equations it will be assumed that the gas is in local thermo- 
chemical equilibrium and that diffusion is negligible. This means that the gas compo- 
sition is a known function of temperature and pressure. Finally, it is assumed that 
radiation can be accounted for as an increase in effective conductivity and that the 
mechanical work terms are  negligible compared to the thermal terms in the energy 
equation. A l l  of these are reasonably plausible engineering assumptions. 
In the absence of diffusion, the species continuity equation (22) is: 
= Wi' 
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Since the composition is a known function of temperature and pressure, this implies: 
* ?  A A 
Substituting this into the energy equation (34) and neglecting diffusion, radiation, and 
mechanical work terms we get: 
C + p c )E - kp [ ( I - f ) h  c g  + f  c c  e - e  P 
P C pg 
The continuity equations (34) - (39), thermal equation of state (40) and the momentum 
equation (41) remain unchanged. 
It is possible to simplify (50) even further by neglecting the gas density in com- 
parison with the solid density, while retaining the mass flow rate term. This implies 
 at as p -+ 0, pgv remains finite so that 3 -, OD, i. e. the "residence time" is negli- 
gible. T h s  means that the equation of state and the momentum equation are superflu- 
ous. The pressure is assumed to be uniform at its ambient value, which is not neces- 
sarily steady. The continuity equations remain unchanged except the time derivative 
of the gas density in (37) is dropped, The energy equation (50) becomes: 
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This equation in one dimension is the equation solved in the REKAP program. 
Neglecting the gas-solid phase reactions and combining equations (37) - (39) and (51), 
the following equations result: 
Energy : 
1 
f 
h +- C e --e]. . ax g 1 - f  C c 1 - f c  p 
Continuity: 
Densitv: 
Some of the nomenclature used above is re-defined for use in the REKAP program, 
These changes are summarized below. 
Derivation REKAP Program 
pp + P ,  
P c + P, cv 
vP C 
pp + pc 
P 
C 
P 
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Derivation 
2 
aKi 
C h i  i 
e h + -  e -- C 1 
f 
g 1 - f  C c 1 - f '  C p 
REKAP Program 
gf 
H 
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10.0 SUMMARY OF REKAP EQUATIONS 
Energy: 
2f? ax gf a t  P C p  at- 
a T  
Continuity: 
FF 
Density : 
n .  
- *’RT 
- -  
P t  
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11.0 ENERGY EQUATION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The boundary conditions of present interest are those which describe the heat 
input o r  removal from the front and back face of a body and the surface recession 
at the front face. 
11.1 Heat Input to the Body 
The heat input to the front face of a body may be specified in any one of three 
ways: wall temperature (Tw), heat flux (& and/or $HGR) or  convective heat trans- 
fer coefficient (&,/Ah). Each of these quantities may be time dependent. The heat 
transfer to or  from the back face of the last layer may also be specified as a time 
dependent quantity. 
In order to evaluate the rate of heat conduction (K aT/aX) into a body front surface, 
an energy flux balance is performed according to the following equation: 
$ and $HGR respectively designate the convective and radiative heat fluxes from the 
external environment to the front surface of the first layer (the surface at which 
recession occurs). GRR denotes the radiative heat flux from the front surface to the 
surroundings. $VAP represents the rate of heat absorption due to vaporization (e. g., 
sublimation) per unit surface area. 
The "blocking" term in the heat balance equation, ~ B U ,  represents the portion 
of the convective heat flux which is absorbed due to the injection of degradation gases 
into the boundary layer. If all of the first three layers of a body char, it is possible 
for degradation gases from all three layers to flow to the surface of the first layer. 
The blocking equations which were used in the previous version of the REKAP program 
are retained in the present version: 
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%LK - [ 0.69 (E) 51 for a laminar boundary layer, 
and 
- [ 1 - e-'* 38 for a turbulent boundary layer % GBLK  
where 
Therefore, rhg has been re-defined to mean the total mass flux of gases which originate 
in all the charring layers and which arrive at the front face of the first layer. 
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For three charring layers 
M B L / M ~ ~ ,  Pr and CT are input to the program for each charring layer (see Appendix 
B, User's Manual) and the corresponding properties for the gas mixture at the front 
face of layer one are calculated on a mass-averaged basis as follows (for three 
charring layers): 
* P  0 1 4 1  
- 1 g1 3 83 g2 + F12 * F23 r 
*lin + F F23 
p r o m  + F 1 2 * P  * r h  
g3 
2 
r 
(Pr) AVG rh + F12 fi 
- 
12 g1 82 
and 
F12 and F23 have been defined previously (equations 7 and 8): 
P VP1 - P LN1 
and 
1 
LN2 
- P  
2 PVP 
For fewer than three charring layers the above blocking equations become simplified 
23' according to the values of rb , rh , h , F12 and F 81 g2 g3 
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11.2 Surface Recession 
The rate of surface recession due to aerothermochemical action is computed 
according to any one of five analytical models: no recession, specified char depth, 
graphite oxidation/sublimation, fixed ablation temperature and the refrasil model. 
Recession is confined to the first material layer. 
The Ifno recession" model permits no body dimensional change and allows all of 
the incoming convective and radiative heat to be conducted into the body, except that 
which is re-radiated from the surface. 
With the "specified char depth" option no recession occurs until the char depth 
equals a specified maximum. Char depth is arbitrarily defined as the distance from 
the front surface to the point at which the density is ninety-seven percent of the vir- 
gin (uncharred) material density. After the char depth attains it maximum, the sur- 
face recedes according to: 
in which 
The equation for lingFF states that the mass flux of degradation gas at a layer front face 
is equal to the solid material decomposition rate integrated across the layer. For a 
composite material, the binder material (e, g, , resin) gasifies during the decomposition 
process. The density of the binder is approximately given by (pvp - pc). Therefore, 
Sm in the above equation is a measure of the rate at which the decomposition reaction 
zone moves through the material. 
The "graphite oxidation/sublimationf f recession computation is based on the theo- 
retical model for the mass removal of graphite in an air boundary layer as derived by 
Scala (Reference 8) and by Scala and Gilbert (Reference 9). The rate of surface recession 
is given by: l r  
The first bracketed term in this equation represents,&=, the mass loss rate for the 
ffdiffusion-controlled regime". This term controls Sm over the wall temperature range 
for which the dominating mechanism of mass removal is the diffusion of oxygen-bearing 
species acrpss the boundary layer to the surface. The second bracketed term accounts 
for recession due to sublimation. The REKAP program employs the assumption that 
graphite surface recession is negligible in the "reaction rate-controlled regime". 
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Figures A-2 and A-3 illustrate the wall temperature dependence of the various mechanisms 
of graphite ablation. 
With the "fixed ablation temperature" model no recession occurs until a specified 
surface temperature is attained, The recession rate is expressed as follows: 
'NET -!- (K%) SURF. i =  
m r P ~ L  
where 
The numerator of the equation for Sm represents the heat available for melting o r  
vaporizing material at the surface. The denominator equals the heat absorbed per 
unit volume in the melting o r  vaporization process. The term r maybe interpreted as: 
(k.) 
c; M , V  . 
+ CSC) 
MECH 
(S ) 
r = .  
M , V  
in which (k ) is the rate of char recession due to melting o r  vaporization and 
M,V 
is the recession rate due to mechanical action (e. g. , aerodynamic shear ('c) MEC H. 
or  char "pop-off"). The value of l? is determined empirically. 
The "refrasil option'' was originally developed to predict the surface recession 
of phenolic refrasil. However, with the proper choice of pl, p2 and p3 in the following 
equation it may be successfully applied to many other materials. Surface recession is 
computed according to: 
The values of bl, f12, and p3 must be experimentally measured for the material of 
interest. 
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12.0 NOMXNCLATURE 
ft2 
BTU /lbmoR 
A surface area 
V 
C 
C 
C 
C 
P 
7 
pg 
'bl 
cT 
specific heat at constant volume 
BTU/lbmoR 
BTU/lbmoR 
BTU/lb 
specific heat at constant pressure 
C Ki Cpi 
specific heat of the boundary layer gases 
Dimensicnless constant used in turbulent blocking 
calculation 
ft2/sec 
ft2/sec 
B TU/lbm 
BTU/lbm 
multicomponent diffusion coefficient 
j 
Di 
D12 binary diffusion coefficient 
specific internal energy e 
energy .of formation F e 
-2. e. unit base vector 
f 
H 
C 
r 
h~~ 
k 
fraction of unreacted material that forms char 
recovery enthalpy BTU/lb 
E T U/lb 
ft2 
BTU/ft -secoR 
boundary layer gas enthalpy at wall temperature 
permeability 
Thermal conductivity 
P i  - = mass concentration 
P 
K 
Ki 
BTU/ft-secoR conductivity tens or  
BTU/lb quantity used in the graphite diffusion regime 
mass loss equation K1 
dimensionless quantity used in graphite diffusion 
regime mass loss equation 
lb/lb-mole K2 
BTU/lb 
2 lb/ft - s ec . 
L latent heat of fusion o r  vaporization 
degradation gas mass flux 
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M 
n 
P 
P 
e P 
Pr 
2 
€ 
C 
P 
= average molecular weight lbm/mole 1 
1 
total number of moles per unit volume; degradation 
reaction order 
pressure 
surface force per unit area 
boundarylayer edge pressure 
Prandtl number of the boundary layer gases 
porosity 
final density of the char based on the volume of 
the char 
initial density of the virgin plastic 
convective heat flux 
heat flux due to hot gas radiation 
reradiative heat flux 
convective heat flux blocked due to mass injection 
conductioh heat flux vector 
radiant heat flux vector 
universal gas constant 
rate of surface recession, 
temperature 
recovery temperature 
wall temperature 
temperature of backface 
stress tensor 
3 mole s/ft 
lbf/ft2 
lbf/ft2 
lb/ft2 
lbf/ft3 
lbf/ft3 
BTU/ft -sec 
BTU/ft -sec 
2 
2 
BTU/ft2-sec 
2 
2 
B T U/ft - s ec 
B TU /ft - sec 
B T U/ft2 - s ec 
lbf ft/lbm 
moleoR 
ft/sec 
OR 
R 
R 
R 
0 
0 
0 
lbf/ft2 
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V volume 
-2. 
absolute velocity of ith species 
diffusion velocity of ith species 
vi 
vd i 
V mass averaged velocity 
4 
-2. 
Wi or  wi 
67. 0.9 
k '' o r  '' 
net rate of production of the ith gaseous species 
due to all chemical reactions 
net rate of production of ith species due to gas 
phase reactions 
rate of production of gas due to gas-solid phase 
reactions 
1 ? 
1 
I 
g 
ft/sec 
ft/sec 
ft/sec 
lbm/ft3 
, lbm/ft3 
X mole fraction 
r7 outward unit normal 
A 
P density 
b. 
7 viscous stress tensor - 
component of the s t ress  tensor 
j 
1 
N 
c1 gas viscosity 
U Stefan-Boltzmann constant (0.476 X 10 BTU/sec- -12 
ft2 OR4) 
r gasification ratio 
dimensionless ratio used in blocking calculation 
'PO 
SUBSCRIPTS 
AB Ablative material 
BL Boundary layer 
C Char 
g Gas 
lbm/ft3 
lbf/ft2 
lbf/ft2 
lbf-sec/ft 2 
P Virgin plastic 
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APPENDIX B 
USER'S MANUAL FOR THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
THREE CHARRING LAYER REKAP PROGRAM 
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1.0 APPLICABILITY OF THE PROGRAM 
The Reaction Kinetics Ablation Program (REKAP) is used to predict the per- 
formance of an externally heated composite slab of ablative material. The surface 
recession and in-depth temperature and density histories are computed. The pro- 
gram is primarily directed to problems in which a hot gaseous boundary layer (as 
exists in a rocket nozzle or adjacent to a re-entry vehicle) heats an ablative material 
which thermally degrades (%hamff) in depth. Of course, the program readily 
handles the simpler problem of heat conduction in non-charring materials. 
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2.0 KEY ENGINEERING FEATURES OF THE PROGRAM 
The REKAP program is written in the FORTRAN IV language for either the 
IBM 7094 or for the General Electric 635 computer. A brief description of the 
engineering capability of the program is presented below. 
2.1 Energy Equation 
The main function of the REKAP program is to  compute solutions of an equation 
which describes the conservation of thermal energy in a charring material. This 
equation may be written as 
P C p Z  aT = -  a (Kg) ax 
1 2 
STORAGE CONDUCTION 
follows (see Nomenclature) : 
a T  + H  & - aT (B-1) ax + H  - a t  gf 
3 4 5 
DECOMP. CONVECTION CHEMICAL REACTION 
Equation (B-1) states that over a given time interval the net rate of heat being stored 
within a volume of ablative material is equal to the algebraic sum of four other rates 
of energy exchange: the rate of heat conduction into the volume, the rate of heat 
absorption due to  decomposition of the solid material into gas, the rate of convective 
cooling by the degradation gases as they flow through the volume (made porous by 
the decomposition process) and the rate of heat transfer to the solid material due to  
chemical reactions among the degradation gases. For a non-charring material, 
terms 3, 4, and 5 of equation (B-1) equal zero. 
2.2 Thermal Degradation 
For a charring material REKAP computes the rate of thermal degradation (Le., 
density change) according to the following relation: 
in which Z and E may be density dependent. For many materials Z and E are  chiefly 
dependent on temperature regime and equation (B-2) takes the form: 
c 
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in which each Z, E pair dominates for a particular temperature range. 
2.3 Body Configuration 
The program may be applied to a body composed of ten material layers. Any 
combination of charring or non-charring materials may be used in the first three 
layers. 
Any sub-layer may be a gas gap, across which heat is transferred by conduction 
and radiation. The radiative transfer across the gap is computed according to the 
following equation: 
4 4 ;1 = U FeFa (TI - T2 ) 
RGAP 
s3-4) 
in which the factor F may be interpreted as follows: e 
1 
(B-5) 
6 and 6 are  respectively equal to the emissivity of the solid material at the front 
and at the back of the gas gap. Fa is the radiation view factor. 
If it is recognized that the temperature difference across a layer is negligibly 
small, the calculation may be simplified by instructing the program to compute only 
one temperature for such a layer. One of these "thermal capacitance" layers may 
be inserted behind each of the ten "normal layers" (making twenty layers in all). 
2.4 Coordinate Systems 
A Cartesian, cylindrical o r  spherical coordinate system may be used. Each 
layer is divided into %odes" with initial spacing specified by the program user. By 
definition, all properties (e.g. T and p ) are invariant with distance across a node. 
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The program automatically makes a coordinate transformation to allow the first 
layer nodes to shrink as the layer thickness decreases due to  ablation. 
Time-dependent node squeezing toward the front face of layer one may be 
employed. By this means the nodes are made close together near the front face and 
progressively farther apart toward the back face according to an exponential 
function. This feature is especially useful for cases in which a steep temperature 
gradient exists near the front face for only a portion of the total time span of interest, 
2.5 Material Properties 
The values of all material properties used in the program may be temperature- 
dependent. For charring materials the thermal conductivity and the specific heat 
are considered to be functions of both temperature and density according to: 
K =  [K i.~] [1-Cl + C  (”” pvp-pc ) N1] and (B-4) 
K(T) and Cp (T) are the temperature dependent values which a re  input to the program. 
Cl, N1, C2 and N2 are empirically determined input constants, while p is the 
instantaneous computed value of density for a particular node and computation time 
step. 
2.6 Heating Environment 
The time-dependent radiative and/or convective front surface heating are  in- 
cluded in the program input data. 
In some cases it is advantageous to use an approximate analytical solution 
(semi-infinite slab) to compute the temperature response during initial heating. The 
REKAP program provides two of these solutions: one for constant heating for an 
initial time increment, the other for heating which increases linearly with time 
from zero at time zero to a desired value at the end of a specified time interval. 
The time-dependent heating (or cooling) rate at the back face of the last layer 
may be specified. 
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Surface cooling mechanisms include re-radiation, heat absorption due to 
melting or  vaporization, the l?blocking'l of convective heating due to outgassing of the 
decomposition gases at the surface, and heat conduction into the body. The portion 
of the laminar convective heat flux which is tlblockedlf is expressed as a function of 
the mass flux, molecular weight and Prandtl number of the decomposition 
/NIBL 113 "Po LBLK I - [ 0.69 (,%) 7 1  , inwhich 
Pr 
is the total mass flux of the decomposition gases at the frontface. For a tur- 
bu "fa nt boundary layer, 
-0.38 CT 'Po 
~ B L K  = 'Ic (1 - e  ) .  
The value of C 
charring material and on the properties of the boundary layer gases. 
is empirically determined and depends on the composition of the T 
2 .7  Surface Recession 
The rate of surface recession due to aerothermochemical action is computed 
according to any one of five analytical models: no recession, specified char depth, 
graphite oxidation/sublimation, fixed ablation temperature and the refrasil model. 
Recession is confined to the first material layer. 
The rrno recession" model permits no body dimensional change and allows all of 
the incoming convective and radiative heat to be conducted into the body, except 
that which is re-radiated from the surface. 
With the "maximum char thicknesst1 option no recession occurs until the char 
depth equals a specified maximum. Char depth is arbitrarily defined as  the distance 
from the front surface to the point at which the density is ninety-seven percent of 
the virgin (un-charred) material density. After the char depth attains its maximum, 
the surface recedes according to: 
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ril 
in which k =  g~~ 
%p - pc m 
i"" (2) dx*
(B-9) 
(B-10) 
Equation (B-10) states that the mass flux of degradation gas at a layer front face is 
equal to  the solid material decomposition rate integrated across the layer. For a 
composite material, the binder material (e. g. resin) gasifies during the decomposition 
process. The density of the binder is approximately given by (f+ - pc ), There- 
reaction zone moves through the material. 
fore, km in equation (B-9) is a measure of the rate at which the cp ecomposition 
The graphite oxidation/sublimation recession computation is based on the 
theoretical model for the mass removal of graphite in an air boundary layer as  derived 
by Scala (Reference 1) and by Scala and Gilbert (Reference 2). The rate of surface 
recession is given by: 
I- 9 -0.67 11.05 x 104 e -  TW e i =  1 "IC 1 +2.6&10 P c P ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  m 
(B-11) 
The first  bracketed term in equation (B-11) represents the mass loss rate for the 
Wffusion-controlled regime". This term dominates over the wall  temperature 
range for which the dominating mechanism for mass removal is the diffusion of oxygen- 
bearing species across the boundary layer to  the surface. The second bracketed 
term accounts for recession due to sublimation. 
With the fixed ablation temperature model no recession occurs until a specified 
surface temperature is attained. The recession rate is expressed as follows : 
(B-12) 
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qC + ~ H G R  .- q~~ - q ~ ~ ~ .  (B-13) 
The numerator of equation (B-12) represents the heat flux available for melting or  
vaporizing material at the surface. The denominator equals the heat absorbed per 
unit volume in the melting o r  vaporization process. The term I? may be interpreted 
as : 
(B-14) 
* 
the rate of char recession due to melting or vaporization and ( S  ) recession rate due to mechanical action (e.g. aerodynamic shear c MECF. or c a r  t'popoff7t). 
The value of r is determined empirically. 
is the 
The "refrasil option'' was originally developed to predict the surface recession 
of phenolic refrasil. However, with the proper choice of constants (equation B-15) 
it may be successfully applied to many other materials. Surface recession is com- 
puted according to: 
(B-15) 
, and k? must be experimentally measured for the material of 3 The values of 6 interest. 1 9  62 
2.8 Simplifications for Successive Computer Runs 
If REKAP computer runs are to be made for a group of similar problems the en- 
t ire set of runs may be submitted simultaneously. For example, it may be desirable 
to evaluate the performance of a particular ablative rocket nozzle throat insert in two 
different rocket flow environments. The two computer runs could be made "back-to- 
back", so that the only input data required for the second case would be the different 
boundary layer information (heat transfer coefficient, etc. ). The Program would be 
loaded into the computer only once. This scheme typically saves about two minutes 
of machine time per run. 
An initial in-depth distribution of temperature and density may be employed. In 
this case, tables of T and p versus x are included in the program input data. 
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3.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM INPUT 
Except for the Hollerith identification card all of the input data must be in table 
form. 
The magnitudes of quantities contained in the independent tables must be in 
ascending order. 
The dependent tables may contain one value, two values or an entire table. If 
one value is used, the program fills the table with that value according to the num- 
ber of entries in the corresponding independent table. If two values are entered into 
a dependent table, the program linearly interpolates to f i l l  the table. 
The input tables may be arranged in any order. If a table occupies more than 
one card, then the cards for that particular table must be in consecutive order. 
With the exception of initial temperature-density distribution problems, succes- 
sive cases may be submitted simultaneously with input data consisting only of that 
which differs from the first case of the set. 
3.1 Preparation of Punched Card Input 
The following description of the REKAP program input applies to the system 
used at the NASA Lewis Research Center. Some modifications may be required for 
program operation at other computer facilities. 
The first input data card must be a Hollerith alphanumeric identification card. 
Card columns 1 through 72 may be used. This is the 
1 may be used. 
card for which card column 
The second input card must contain $REKAP with the $ in column 2. 
All of the input data tables follow the $REKAP card. These tables may be ar- 
must be placed at the 
ranged in any order. If a table occupies more than one card, then the cards for that 
particular table must be in consecutive order. A comma 
end of each table. 
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GENRL TABLE 
This table may contain 20 values. Not all of these locations are used at present. 
G ENRL (1) 
GENRL(2) 
GENRL(3) 
G ENRL (4) 
GENRL(5) 
GENRL(6) 
GENRL(7) 
GENRL(8) 
GENRL(9) 
- Start time in seconds. 
= Stop time in seconds. 
-At in seconds: use approximate (semi-infinite slab) solution 
assuming constant heat flux from t = GENRL(1) to t = GENRL(1) 
+At. Heat flux is entered in the TTABL table. 
0: normal REKAP solution 
At in seconds: use approximate (semi-infinite slab) solution 
assuming heat flux = 0 at t = GENRL(1) with flux increasing 
linearly with t from t = GENRL(1) until t = GENRL(1) + At. 
The value of heat flux at t = GENRL(1) + At is entered in the 
TTABL table. 
Initial temperature throughout body, in degrees R. except if an 
initial distribution of T and p vs. X is desired, GENRL(4) - must 
be zero. In this case the T and p distribution is entered in the 
XFORT, TMT, XFORDN and TMDENS tables. 
0: first TTABL table is convective heat flux, 4 . 
1: first TTABL table is film coefficient, /Ah. 
- 
C 
C 
-1: first TTABL table is front face temperature, TW. 
= Number of layers 
0: fifth TTABL table is at back face of last layer 
1: fifth TTABL table is T at back face of last layer 
0: Cartesian coordinate system 
r: Radius of curvature in feet for innermost surface in cylin- 
drical coordinate system (see sketch) 
-r: Radius of curvature in feet for innermost surface in spheri- =i cal coordinate system (see sketch) 
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GENRL(10) = 
0: Heat flow direction is nominally from the front surface toward 
the back surface; for cylindrical or spherical coordinates heat 
flow is from the outside toward the center of curvature (layer1 
is the outside layer). 
1: Heat flow direction is nominally from the back surface toward 
the front surface; for cylindrical or spherical coordinates heat 
flow is from the inside away from the center of curvature (lay- 
* er 1 is the outside layer). 
0: output lengths in feet 
1: output lengths in inches 
GENRL(11) = {  
GENRL(12) = 
r 0: Either there is no ZORET table (therefore no in-depth thermal 
decomposition) o r  the Z and E values in the ZORET table are 
density dependent (which requires a TDENS table). 
1: The ZORET table contains one pair ----- of Z and E values for each -
charring (decomposing) layer and the Z and E values are - not 
density dependent (there is no TDENS table). 
2: Same as 1 above except that ZORET contains ---- two Z and E pairs 
for each charring layer. 
3: Same as 1 above except that ZORET contains three Z and E ----
c pairs for each charring layer. 
$4 
Sample Problem 
The interior of a 3-layer ablative rocket nozzle throat insert i s  exposed to a con- 
stant heat flux from time 20 seconds to time 80 seconds at which the heat flux drops to 
zero and cool-down occurs until time 300 seconds. It is desired to make a REKAP run 
for the full 280 second firing-cool-down cycle, It is estimated that the semi-infinite 
slab constant heat flux solution (see Section 2.6 of this Appendix) may be used for the 
first 0.1 seconds of heating, The throat insert is initially at 540 degrees R. The con- 
vective heat input to the insert is expressed in terms of a heat transfer coefficient 
c&/Ah (to be entered in the TTABL table). The nozzle throat radius is one inch 
(0.08333 ft.). The outermost (i. e. farthest from the center of curvature) surface of 
the third material layer is to be cooled at a rate which will be entered into the fifth 
TTABL table. The second material layer decomposes according to a reaction which 
is described by 3 pairs of Z and E values which will be entered into the ZORET table, 
No density dependence of Z and E is desired (there is no TDENS table), The lengths 
which appear in the REKAP output a re  to be in inches (e. g. surface recession rate is 
to be in inches/sec. and temperature profile is to be given as T versus X in inches). 
The GENRL input table for this problem is: 
GENRL = 20,300 -. 1,540,1,3,0,0,. 08333,1,1,3, 
t 
card column 2 
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THIKN Table 
This table gives the body layer thicknesses (in feet) for as many as 10 layers 
(including a gas ga@. 
Sample Problem 
For 5 layers with thicknesses of 0.1 ,  0 .2 ,  0 .2 ,  0 . 5  and 0 . 1  inches, the THIKN 
table is: 
THIKN = .00833, .O1667, 01667, ,04167, .00833, 
o r  
THIKN = .00833, 2*. 01667, 04167, .00833, 
(See note at bottom of this page) 
DENSE Table 
This table contains the initial densities (in lb/ft3) for the layers. If one of the 
layers is a gas gap enter the gas specific -' heat Cp,  in BTU/lb-deg. R. instead of the 
density in this table. 
Sample Problems 
(1) For 3 layers with initial densities of 104, 96 and 96 lb/ft3, the DENSE table is: 
DENSE = 104, 96, 96, 
or 
DENSE = 104, 2*96, 
(2) For a case similar except that layer 2 is a gas gap having a specific heat of 
0.24  BTU/lb-deg. R., the DENSE table is: 
DENSE = 104, . 24 ,  96, 
* 
' 
NOTE: If n consecutive entries in any of the input tables are of equal value V, the 
format n*V may be used (e. g., the 2*. 01667 in the THIKN table sample 
problem). 
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WARM Table 
This is the independent table of temperatures (in degrees R. ) for all of the 
temperature-dependent tables (PROPT, CTABL, HTABL and GASPR)FThis table 
may contain a maximum of 20 values, which must be in ascending order, The pro- 
gram will linearly interpolate for intermediate temperature values but will not extrap- 
olate. Therefore, the table should span a somewhat wider temperature r a n F t h a n  
that which could exist in the REKAP solution for the problem at hand. 
Sample Problem 
The temperature dependence of the quantities in the HTABL, CTABL and GASPR 
tables can be adequately described using only 3 temperature values (1000, 2000 and 
5000 degrees R. ). However, the thermal conductivity (entered in the PROPT table) 
for one of the materials in the body has an irregular temperature dependence which 
R. The WARM table for this problem is: 
* requires specification of the conductivity at 1050, 1100, 1500, 2500 and 4000 degrees 
WARM = 1000, 1050, 1100, 1500, 2000, 2500, 4000, 5000, 
NWARM Table 
This table contains the number of entries in the WARM table. The NWARM table 
corresponding to the WARM Table sample problem is: 
NWARM = 8, 
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PRGPT Table 
3 
This temperature dependent composite table (made up of several sub-tables) ,con- 
tains the initial values of specific heat, CP (in BTU/lb-deg. R), thermal conductivity, 
K (in BTU/sec-deg. R. 4%) and the derivative of thermal conductivity with res 
temperature, dK/dT (in BTU/sec-deg. R2-ft) for all of the material layers (except for 
- a gas layer), There must be a value given for each of these properties for e v e r 7  
temperature in the WARM table, with the following exceptions: (a) if a zero is entered 
for dK/dT the Program will compute dK/dT from the K and T values given in the 
PRGPT and WARM tables respectively, (b) for a gas gap layer the densitx (in lb/ft3) 
must be entered in the position where the specific heat would be placed for a solid 
material layer and (e) for a gas gap layer enter a zero for the thermal conductivity 
(see AGPTB table). 
The property values must be in the following order: 
Cp values for layer 1 , K values for layer 1 , dK/dT values for layer 1 , 
Cp values for layer 2, K values for layer 2, dK/dT values for layer 2, 
Cp values for layer 3,  K values for layer 3, dK/dT values for layer 3,  etc. 
Every value in the PROPT table must be followed by a comma. 
Sample Problem 
The WARM table contains 3 temperatures: 500, 1600 and 5000 degrees R. The 
body of interest consists of 3 layers of which the second layer is a gas gap. It is 
desired to have the Program compute the values of dK/dT. The C p  and K for the 
layers are given in the table below. 
Layer T deg. R. 
500 
1000 
5000 
500 
1000 
5000 
500 
1000 
5000 
C P  
BTU/lb-deg. R. 
0.1 
.25 
. 3 8  
(in DENSE table) 
(in DENSE table) 
(in DENSE table) 
0 . 3  
. 3  
. 3  
K 
BTU/sec-deg. R. -ft 
0.016 
. O l O  
.007 
(in AGPTB table) 
(in AGPTB table) 
(in AGPTB table) 
0.7 10-5 
2. o 
2, o lom5 
Density 
lb/ft. 
(in DENSE table) 
(in DENSE table) 
(in DENSE table) 
0. 09 
0.04 
.008 
(in DENSE table) 
(in DENSE table) 
(in DENSE table) /, 
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.) 
i 
! 
' The PR@PT Table for this problem is: 
Layer 1 
n 
PR@T = 2, .25,  .38, 016, .01, .007 0' 
v v JU 
cP dK/dT control K 
Layer 2 
cO9, .04, ,008 
A 
v 
cP K dK/dT control 
Layer 3 
n 
f 3  7E-5, 2*2.E-5 0'
U (  v JGJ 
cP K dK/dT control 
Note that if one value is entered for a dependent table the Program automatically 
fills the table with the number of values in the corresponding independent table. 
For the above sample problem there are 3 values in the independent table (WARM). 
Therefore, the Program fills the layer 3 Cp table with three values (, 3 ,  .3 ,  .3 ) .  
I 
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NPRGPT Table 4 
T 
deg. R. 
500 
1000 
5000 
Description 
C 
€ 
FF 
PBL 
BTU/lb-deg. R. 
0.24 0.8 
.24 .8 
. 3 1  .8 
This table states the number of entries in each of the PROPT sub-tables as 
shown in the following table: 
N P R ~ P T  Position 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
etc. 
Number of C 
Number of K 
values for layer 1 in PRdPT Table 
values for layer 1 in PROPT Table 
P 
1 1  I 1  11 I 1  I 1  1 1  1 1  " K 1 1  
1 1  1 1  dI(j/dT 1 1  I 1  1 1  I 1  I ?  1 1  1 1  
etc. 
For the PROPT table sample problem given above the corresponding NPRdPT 
table is: 
N P R ~ P T  = 3 ,  3 ,  1, 3,  3 * i ,  3 ,  1, 
HTABL Table 
This is a composite dependent table which gives the values of boundary layer 
gas specific heat at constant pressure, CpB 
table. 
in BTU/lb-deg. R., and the front face 
emissivity, EFF. The CpBL and € values k epend on the temperatures in the WARM 
Sample Problem 
n 
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NHTABL Table 
This table gives the number of entries in each of the sub-tables in the HTABL 
table. For the preceding sample problem the NHTABL table is: 
NHTABL = 3, 1, 
C TAB L Table 
This is a composite temperature dependent table of values of PCpL (density 
x specific heat x thickness) in B-TU/ftz-deg. R. which is optionally used in cases 
for which there is a negligible temperature difference across a non-charring sub- 
layer (Le. other than layer 1) throughout the time span of interest. The CTABL 
values depend on the temperatures inthe WARM table, 
CTABL fTlayers'c a re  not counted as  layers in the REKAP conduction solution. -
Therefore, GENRL (5) and the THIKN, DENSE, PROPT and PTSIN tables do - not 
include values for CTABL layers. 
The first CTABL sub-table applies to a ('layerf' which is sandwiched between 
layers 1 and 2. The second CTABL sub-table applies to a "layert' between layers 
2 and 3. 
The CTABL may contain 10 sub-tables, each of which corresponds to a "layer" 
If no CTABL layer is used behind layer n, enter a zero in the nth CTABL 
behind one of the 10  l%ruell ayers, 
sub-t able. 
The Program sets the temperature of a CTABL !'layer?' equal to the back face 
temperature of the immediately preceding 17true17 layer. Heat is stored within the 
CTABL "layer" according to the PCp L value entered in the CTABL table. 
Sample Problem 
A body consists of 5 layers. It is determined that there will be a negligible 
temperature difference across layers 2 and 5. If the CTABL solution is used layers 
2 and 5 become CTABL "layersTf and layers 1, 3 and 4 are  "trueff layers. The 
following sketches of temperature profile illustrate the CTABL simplification: 
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T 
Body Layer 
2 
5 
ACTUAL TEMPERATURE 
PROFILE 
T 
deg. R. 
500 0.30 
1000 .35 
5000 .42 
500 1.49 
1000 1.76 
5000 2.11 
0--0 : CTABL LAYER hl ,-REKAP LAYER NO. BODY LAYER NO. (TY P. ) 
(TYP. ) L-\i 
X 
The WARM table contains 3 temperatures: 500, 
PCpL values for body layers 2 and 5 a re  given in tho ! 
X 
1000 and 5000 degrees R. The 
following table: 
cPL 
BTU/ft2-deg. R. i 
The CTABL for this problem is: 
CTABL = .3, .35, -42, 0, 1.49, 1.76, 2.11, 
trio CTABL behind REKAP layer 2 ’ 
NCTABL Table 
This table gives the number of entries in each of the sub-tables in the CTABL 
table. For the preceding sample problem the NCTABL table is: 
NCTABL = 3, 1, 3,  
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GASPR Table 
g 
cP 
BTU/lb. deg. R. 
This is a composite temperature dependent table of values which is used only 
for cases in which at least one of the first  3 material layers chars (decreases in 
density with time). The GASPR table contains the values of heat of decomposition, 
Hgf in BTU/lb, decomposition gas specific heat at constant pressure, C p  
BTU/lb-deg. R. ,  heat of gas phase chemical reaction, Hcg in BTU/lb-deg. R. and 
decomposition gas molecular weight, M for the first 3 layers, The fifth sub-table 
for each layer is un-used and must contain a zero. For a non-charring layer enter 
a zero for all the GASPR properties. The GASPR table values depend on the tempera- 
tures in the WARM table. 
in g 
C M 
H 
g 
BTU/lb-deg. R, 
The 
T 
Layer deg. R. 
2 500 
1000 
5000 
3 500 
1000 
5000 
GASPR sub-tables must be in the following order: 
H 
g f 
BTU/lb 
300 
300 
300 
400 
3 50 
3 50 
Hgf’ cp ’ Hc , M and 0 (unused) for layer 1, 
g 
If 2 and 11 1 1  I 1  I? II ?I I 1  
g 
Sample Problem 
- . 25  30 
0.4 
.5 
. 6  
100 
100 
100 
20 
20 
20 
The GASPR table for this problem is: 
Layer 1 Layer 2 
A A 
GASPR= 5*0,/300, 
gf 
4/ 
H 
unused location unused location 
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NGASPR Table 
This table gives the number of entries in each of the sub-tables in the GASPR 
table. For the sample problem under GASPR the NGASPR table is: 
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 
-n- NGASPR = 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 
or  NGASPR = 6*1, 3, 3*1, 2*3, 3*1, 
CHARTl Table 
This table contains (a )  char properties for the first  material layer and (b) the 
boundary layer transition time. If the first layer does not char - and T m L T  # 2 
(see TMELT table description), the CHARTl table is not used. 
CHARTl (1) = 1 :  First layer chars 
CHARTl (2) = c) , char density in lb/ft3 for layer 1. 
CHARTl (3) = ?I, decomposition reaction order (in equation B-2) 
C 
CHARTl (4) = Boundary layer transition time, t , in seconds. 
CHARTl (4) Laminar Boundary Layer Turbulent Boundary Layer 
t 
sec. Time Span Time Span 
GENRL (1)e t"< tt tt e t e GENRL (2) 
0 - - -  GENRL(1)e t? GENRL (2) 
t t e  t e  GENRL (2) GENRL(I)/< t'< tt 
CHARTl (4) is used in two ways: (a) to determine whether equation 
(B-6) o r  (B-8) should be used in the ~ B L K  computation and (b) to 
determine the value of graphite sublimation energy when TMELT = 2. 
CHARTl (5) = N in equation (B-4) for layer 1 
CHARTl (6) = C1 in equation (B-4) for layer 1 
CHARTl (7) = N in equation (B-5) for layer 1 
CHARTl (8) = C in equation (B-5) for layer 1 
1 
2 
2 
.. 
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Sample Problems 
(1) The first layer of a multi-layered body chars. The boundary layer is turbulent 
throughout the time interval of interest. The char properties are as follows: 
30 lb/ft3 
2 
1 
0.192 
1 
- 
c2 - 
Pr = 
0.744 
0 . 5  
0 . 7  
1 
The CHARTl table for this problem is: 
= 1 ,  30, 2, 0 .1 ,  ,192, 1 ,  .744, .5, .7, 1 ,  
no space between T and 1 
(2) A body contains no charring layers. The first layer is graphite and the 
graphite oxidation/sublimytion surface recession option is to be used (TMELT = 2), 
The boundary layer is to be laminar for the entire REKAP computer run. Therefore, 
tt for transition from a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer is considered to be 
any time greater than GENRL(2). For GENRL(2) = 30 the CHART1 table may be: 
CHARTl = 3*0, 31, 7*0, 
- or  CHARTl (4) = 31, (The Program assumes that all the other CHART1 values 
are zero) 
CHARTl (9) = lc$L/MAB in equation (B-6) for layer 1 degradation 
gases. 
CHARTl (10) = Pr in equation (B-6) for layer 1 degradation gases. 
CHARTl (11) = C in equation (B-8) for layer 1 degradation gases. 
T 
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CHART2 Table 
This table contains char properties for the second material layer and should be 
deleted if the second layer does not char. 
CHART2 (1) = 1: Second layer chars. 
CHART2 (2) = pc, char density for layer 2 
CHART2 (3) = ??, decomposition reaction order for layer 2 (in equation B-2) 
CHART2 (4) = 0, unused location 
CHART2 (5) = N in equation (B-4) for layer 2,  
CHART2 (6) = C in equation (B-4) for layer 2,  
CHART2 (7) = N in equation (B-5) for layer 2, 
CHART2 (8) = C in equation (B-5) for layer 2,  
CHART2 (9) = NIBL/MAB in equation (B-6) for layer 2 degradation gases. 
CHART2 (10) = Pr in equation (B-6) for layer 2 degradation gases. 
CHART2 (11) = C in equation (B-8) for layer 2 degradation gases. 
1 
1 
2 
2 
T 
CHART3 Table 
This table contains char properties for the third material layer and should be 
deleted if the third layer does not char. 
CHART3 (1) = 1: Third layer chars 
CHART3 (2) = P,, char density for layer 3 
CHART3 (3) = q, decomposition reaction order for layer 3 (in equation B-2) 
CHART3 (4) = 0, unused location 
CHART3 (5) = N1 in equation (B-4) for layer 3 
CHART3 (6) = C1 in equation (B-4) for layer 3 
CHART3 (7) = N2 in equation (B-5) for layer 3 
CHART3 (8) = C in equation (B-5) for layer 3 
CHART3 (9) = MBL/Mm in equation (B-6) for layer 3 degradation gases 
CHART3 (10) = Pr in equation (B-6) for layer 3 degradation gases 
CHART3 (11) = C in equation (B-6) for layer 3 degradation gases 
2 
T 
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ZQRET and TDENS Tables 
ZORET is a composite table which contains the values of Z (pre-exponential 
constant in l/sec. ) and E (activation energy in BTU/lb-mole) for all the charring 
layers (see equations B-2 and B-3). 
The format of the ZQRET table depends on which form of decomposition equation 
is used, equation (B-2) or (B-3). 
Equation (B-2) Decomposition (density dependent Z and E) 
With equation (B-2) one pair  of Z and E values is used for each node at each 
computation time step, with the Z and E values dependent on the current density of 
each node. In this case the ZGRET sub-tables must be in the following order: 
Z values for layer 1, E values for layer 1, 
Z values for layer 2,  E values for layer 2, 
Z values for layer 3,  E values for layer 3. 
The values of density upon which Z and E depend are entered in the TDENS table. 
For every charring layer 2 and E values must be specified at everx density in the 
TDENS table. 
TDENS Table 
3 This is the independent table of densities (in lb/ft ) which is used only when the 
ZgRET values are density dependent. This table may contain a maximum of 20 values, 
which must be in ascending order. The Program linearly interpolates for intermediate 
density values but will not extrapolate. Therefore, the largest TDENS value should be 
slightly larger than the highest density which could exist throughout the charring layers 
and the smallest TDENS value should be slightly smaller than the lowest density which 
could exist in any charring layer (to allow for possible computer round-off error). 
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Sample Problem 
Layer 
1 
2 
Layer 2 of a 5 layer body does not char. Layers 1 and 3 char according to I 
the following density dependent values of Z and E (Equation B-2): 
Density Z 
lb/ft3 l /sec 
100 1000 
90 900 
70 8 00 
Does not char 
3 75 
50 
40 
850 
850 
850 
12000 
20000 
20000 
- 
20000 
27000 
The maximum and minimum densities which could exist in the REKAP solution for 
layers 1 and 3 are 100 and 40 lb/ft3 respectively. 
table is: 
For this problem the TDENS 
TDENS = 39.9, 40, 50, 70, 75, 90, 100, 100.1, 
For every charring layer Z and E values must be specified at all 8 densities in 
the TDENS table. Therefore, the ZORET table for this problem is: 
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 
n 
\ 
6*2. E4,2*1.2E4,0,0,850,2*4. E4,2.7E4,3*2. E4,2*1.2E4, ZQ~RET = 
Y I 
Z E Z E  Z E 
3 Linear interpolation was used to determine the value of Z at 75 lb/ft density in the 
first layer. 
Equation (B-3) Decomposition (Multiple Reaction) 
With equation (B-3) one, two or  three pairs of constant Z and E values a re  used for 
each node at each computation time step. For every charring layer the - same number 
of Z ,E pairs must be entered in the ZORET table (if necessary use zeroes to equalize 
the number of Z, E pairs for all the charring layers). In this case the ZGRET sub- 
tables must be in the following order: 
Z1, El, Z2, E2, Z , E for  layer 1, 
zl, El, Z2' E2, z3, E 3 for layer 2, and 
z1, El, Z2' E2, Z , E for layer 3. 
3 3  
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Sample Problem 
Layer Z1' Z2' z3 
l/sec. 
Layer 1 of a 4 layer body does not char. The decomposition process in layer 2 is 
described by Equation (B-3) according to  the following Z and E values: 
El' E2' E3 
BTU/lb-mole 
Does not char 
1300, lo6 
83.4 
- 
1209, 33500, 56040 
25200 
The ZdRET table for this problem is: 
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 
ZdRET = 0, .0001, 1200, 1300, 33500, 1.E6, 56040, 83.4, 25200, 4*0, 
e-7- 
NTDENS Table 
This table states the number of entries in the TDENS table. For the TQENS 
table used in the sample problem above under "Equation (B-2) Decomposition (depsity 
dependent Z and E)" the NTDENS table is: 
NTDENS = 8, 
NZGRET Table 
This table states the number of entries in each of the ZdRET sub-tables. For the 
ZdRET table used above in the sample problem under "Equation (B-2) Decomposition 
(density dependent Z and E)'! the NZdRET table is: 
NZdRET = 8, 8, 1, 1, 1, 8, o r  NZdRET = 8, 8, 3*1, 8, 
For the ZdRET table given above in the sample problem under "Equation (B-3) 
Decomposition (Multiple Reaction)" the NZORET table is: 
NZdRET = 1, 6, 6, 
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TMELT Table 
The TMELT table entries control the surface recession model to be used, 
TMELT (1) = 0: Use !'no recession" model. 
= 1: U s e  "specified char depthTf model (equation B-9). 
= 2: Use "graphite oxidation/sublimationl' model (equation B-11). 
= 3: U s e  "refrasil" model (equation B-15). 
= 4: Not used at present, 
= 5: U s e  "fixed ablation temperature" model (equation B-12). 
TMELT (2) = Not used if TMELT (1) = 0, 1 o r  2. 
= 81 in ft/sec - (deg. R.) if TMELT (1) = 3 (equation B-15). 
= ablation temperature in degrees R. if TMELT (1) = 5. 
: Not used if  TMELT (1) = 0, 1, 2 or  5. 
= p2 (dimensionless) if TMELT (1) = 3 (equation B-15). 
2 
TMELT (3) 
TMELT (4) : Not used if TMELT (1) = 0, 1,  2 o r  5. 
= p3 in degrees R. if TMELT (1) = 3 (equation B-15). 
Sample Problems 
(1) The "refrasil" surface recession model is to be used. The values of 1 
82 and 83 (equation B-15) are respectively equal to 0.00917 ft/sec - (deg. R.)< a.0 
and 1 X l o 5  deg. R. The TMELT table for this problem is: 
TMELT = 3, .00917, 2.0, 1 .E5,  
(2) The surface of a body maintains an essentially constant temperature of 5000 
deg. R. during recession. The REKAP "fixed ablation temperature" model is to be 
used. The TMELT table far this problem is: 
TMELT = 5, 5000, 
(3) The surface of a body recedes according to the "graphite oxidation/sublimation" 
model. The TMELT table is: 
TMELT = 2,  
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H@RA Table 
This is the independent table of times (in seconds) upon which the TTABL entries 
depend. The HORA table may contain a maximum of 50 values, which must be in 
ascending order. 
Sample Problem 
The values in the TTABL table are specified at the following times: 0, . 1, .5, 
1, 10 and 50 seconds. The HORA table for this problem is: 
H ~ R A  = 0, .I, .5, 1, i o ,  50,  
NHORA Table 
This table states the number of entries in the HPRA table. For the, HORA table 
sample problem given above the N H b M  table is: 
NHbRA = 6, 
TTABL Table 
This time dependent composite table contains the quantities which describe the 
body heating environment. The definitions of the entries in the TTABL depend on the 
values of TMELT (l), GENRL (5), and GENRL (7). The values in the TTABL depend 
on the times given in the HbRA table. The TTABL entries are described in the following 
table: 
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0 2 t sc" 0 
0 
I P) a 0 I 0 0 
w 
0 a 
.ff 
SG .a w 5 w A 
0 
I I  
h 
i 2; 
w 
0 
Itl 
.pr 
hl n 0 rl 
I 
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Sample Problem 
Time &/Ah hR ~ H G R  Pe ~ B F  
see. lb/ft2 sec BTU/lb BTU/ft2 sec 1b/ft? BTU/fl? sec 
0 0  0 0 0 0 
1 0.22 6000 0 8000 -200 
20 0.27 6000 0 9000 -300 
50 0.35 7000 0 10000 -400 
K2 K1 BTU/lb 
0 0 
0 5.9 
1000 5.9 
2000 5.9 
%F K1 K2 
7-- 
0, -200, -300, -400, 0, 2*0, 1.E3, 2.E3, 0, 3*5.9, 
NTTABL Table 
This table gives the number of entries in each of the TTABL sub-tables. For 
the TTABL sample problem given above the NTTABL table is: 
NTTABL = 4, 4, 1, 4, 4, 1, 4, 4, 
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AGPTB Table 
This table 
AGPTB(1) 
AGPTB(2) 
AGPTB(3) 
AGPTB(4) 
is used only when one body layer is a gas gap. 
= gas gap layer number 
= emissivity factor Fe in equations (B-4) and (B-5) 
= radiation view factor Fa in equation (B-4) 
= thermal conductivity of gas in gap in BTU/sec-ft-deg. R. 
Note that if an AGPTB table is used the gas gap density must be entered in the 
PROPT table in the normal location for C p  (the first -PR 
density can be temperature dependent. 
T sub-table) so that the - 
The gas gap C p  must be entered in the DENSE table. Typically, Cp is weakly 
dependent on temperature for a likely gas gap temperature range. 
Sample Problem 
Layer 3 of a 5 layer body is a gas gap. The emissivity of the back face of layer 
2 is 0.8. The front face of layer 4 has a emissivity of 0.2. The radiation view factor 
is approximately equal to 1. The mean conductivity of the gas in the gap is L O  X 
BTU/sec-ft-deg. R. Equation (B-5) is used to calculate Fe: 
= 0.190. 1 - 1 - 1 
l 1  + -  -1  1 - + - -  
0.8 0.2 
Fe - 1 
The AGPTB table for this problem is: 
AGPTB = 3, .19, 1, l.E-5, 
Initial Distribution of Temperature and Density 
It may be advantageous to input an initial temperature and density profile across 
the body. In order to use this program option it is required that GENRL(4) = 0 and 
that of the following tables be included in the program input: XFORT, NXT, TMT, 
NT, XFQIRP, NXP, TMP, NP,  XFORDN, NXD, TMDENS, ND. 
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XFJORT Table 
This is the independent table of distances, X (in feet) upon which the initial tempera- 
tures depend. The maximum number of XFfbRT entries is 145. 
For a Cartesian coordinate system X is measured from the surface of layer 1 (the 
surface at which surface recession occurs). 
For a cylindrical or spherical coordinate system X is always measured from the 
center of curvature, regardless of the direction of heat flow or the location of the 
ablating surface. With a cylindrical or spherical coordinate system the first XFGRT 
entry should apply to the innermost surface (closest to the center of curvature). 
The Program linearly interpolates between XFqRT values but will not extrapolate. 
Therefore, the @&t XFGRT entry should be slightly larger than the sum of all the 
THIKN table values plus (for cylindrical o r  spherical coordinates) the radius of curva- 
ture of the innermost surface. 
The XFORT entries must be in ascending order. 
NXT Table 
This table gives the number of entries in the XFdRT table. 
TMT Table 
This is the table of temperatures (in degrees R. ) which depend on the distances 
given in the XFGRT table. 
NT Table 
This table states the number of entries in the TMT table. 
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XF@RP Table 
- 
This is the independent table of distance, X (in feet) upon which an initial pressure 
profile depends. In the present version of the REKAP program, in-depth pressure is 
not calculated. However, the XFQIRP table must contain at least 2 entries: one X value 
less than o r  equal to the smallest X in the body and the other greater than the largest X 
in the body. X is measured in the same way as that described above under "XF6RT". 
NXP Table 
This table gives the number of entries in the XFQIRP table. 
TMP Table 
This is the table of pressures (in lb/ft2) which depend on the distances given in 
the XFQIRP table. For the present version of the Program any number except zero 
may be entered in the TMP table. 
N P  Table 
This table states the number of entries in the TMP table. 
XFORDN Table 
This is the independent table of distances, X (in feet) upon which the initial density 
profile depends. The maximum number of XFORDN entries is 145. 
X is measured in the same way as that described above under "XFCdRT". 
If a discontinuity in the density profile occurs at an interface between layers n and 
n+l, it may be necessary to use rather close node spacing for  layer n+l in order to 
assure that the program uses a relatively accurate density profile near the interface. 
Nodal spacing for  all the layers is controlled by the values in the PTSIN table. 
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NXD Table 
This table gives the number of entries in the XFGRDN table. 
Layer 
1 
2 
3 
TMDENS Table 
X 
ft. 
,050 
.052 
.056 
,060 
.060 
.061 
.062 
.064 
.067 
,072 
.072 
.075 
.080 
This is the table of densities (in lb/ft3) which depend on the distances given in the 
XFORDN table. 
ND Table 
This table states the number of entries in the TMDENS table. 
Sample Problem 
A REKAP computer run is made to determine the thermal response of a 3-layer 
body over a 30-second heating period. It is decided to alter the heating environment 
for the final 10 seconds of this period. In this case, the temperature and density 
profiles which exist at t = 20 seconds can be used as initial conditions for a second 
REKAP run which will compute the thermal response for 2 0 4 t  /L30 seconds. A sketch 
of the body, tables giving the temperature and density profiles at t = 20 seconds and 
the proper input table values are shown below. 
t = 20 sec. 
Layers 1 and 3 do not char. 
T 
deg. R. 
47 50 
4600 
4490 
4400 
4400 
3700 
3200 
2600 
2000 
1600 
1600 
900 
600 
Layer 
1 
2 
3 
t = 20 sec. 
P 
ft. I lb/ft3 
.050 
.060 
.060 
.0624 
064 
,0656 
.0672 
.0696 
.072 
,072 
.080 
190 
190 
92.4 
93.1 
96.0 
98.1 
99.4 
100.3 
100.4 
120 
120 
The initial distribution tables for this problem are: 
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XFQ~RT 
TMT 
NXT = 1 1 ,  N T = 1 1 ,  
XFG~RP = .05, .09, N X P = 2 ,  TMP=1 ,  N P = 1 ,  
XFORDN 
= -05,  .052, ,056, .060, .061, .062, .064, .067, ,072, .075,.  08001, 
=4750, 4600, 4490, 4400, 3700, 3200, 2600, 2000, 1600, 900, 600, 
= .05, .06, .06001, .0624, .064, ,0656, .0672, .0696,. 072,. 07201, 
.08001, 
NXD = 11, ND= 11, 
TMDENS =190,  190, 92.4, 93.1, 96, 98.1, 99.4, 100.3, 100.4, 120, 120, 
Also, GENRL(4) = 0. 
PTSIN Table 
This table gives the number of interior nodal points for all the layers. Except for a 
gas gap layer every PTSIN value must be an odd number equal to or greater than 3. For 
a gas gap lager enter a zero in the PTSIN table. For each layer, the Program auto- 
matically assigns a front and a back face node. The total number of nodes (front face 
nodes and back face nodes and the sum of all of the PTSIN values) may not exceed 150. 
Sample Problem 
Layers 1, 2 and 4 of a four layer body are to have 11, 21 and 5 interior nodes. 
Layer 3 is a gas gap. The PTSIN table for this problem is: 
PTSIN = 11, 21, 0, 5, 
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SPACE Table 
This table is used to control the nodal mesh size in the first layer. If a constant 
mesh size is adequate, delete the SPACE table. 
The entries in the SPACE table indicate the degree of squeezing of nodal points 
toward the front face of layer 1. 
The degree of mesh squeezing at the front face is approximately proportional to 
the SPACE table squeezing factor entry. The nodal points are progressively farther 
apart toward the back face of layer 1 according to an exponential relation. 
Different degrees of squeezing may be specified at the initial time, t = GENRL(1) 
at an intermediate time and at the final time, t = GENRL(2). 
The SPACE table entries a r e  described as follows: 
SPACE(1) = 1: indicates that the SPACE table is to be used. 
SPACE(2) = Squeezing factor at t = GENRL(1). 
SPACE(3) = Squeezing factor at t = SPACE(5). 
SPACE(4) = Squeezing factor at t = GENRL(2). 
SPACE(5) = Time in seconds for squeezing factor SPACE(3) to take effect. 
If constant squeezing is desired for the entire run, enter the squeezing factor in 
SPACE(2) and delete SPACE(3), (4) and (5). 
SPACE(2) - must be less than or greater than SPACE (3). 
A complete discussion of the REKAP nodal squeezing is included in Section VI1 of 
“Analysis of the One-Dimensional Heat Conduction Computer Program, f f  General 
Electric Company Missile and Space Division Report R66SD10, March 1966. 
Sample Problem 
It is estimated that for 0 < t < 10 seconds the temperature gradient increases 
relatively gradually at front surface of a body. For 10 < t < 15 seconds the gradient 
increases sharply after which i t  gradually decreases until t = 30 seconds. GENRL(1) = 
0 and GENRL(2) = 30. A satisfactory SPACE table for this problem is: 
SPACE = 1,1,5,1,  
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DTIME Table 
t, sec. 
A t ,  sec. 
This table gives the values of computation time step (in seconds). A maximum of 
10  different values of time step may be used. 
0'0.01 0.01 '0.1 0.1'1.0 1.O"lO 10.0-+10.1 10.1 '30 
0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.01 0 .5  
DTIME(1) = Atl = Computation time step for GENRL(1) < t < DTIME(2). 
DTIME(2) = Cut-off time for &,. 
DTIME(3) = At2 = Computation time step for DTIME(2) < t <  DTIME(4). 
DTIME(4) = Cut-off time for bt2. 
DTIME(5) = At3 = Computation time step for DTIME(4) < t < DTIME(6). 
DTIME(6) = Cut-off time for bt3. 
DTIME(19) = Atlo = Computation time step for DTIME(18) < t < DTIME(20), 
The DTIME table for this problem is: DTIME = .001, ,01, .  1,1,. 2,10,. 01,lO. 1,. 5,30, 
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GUTTB Table 
This table controls the frequency of print-out of computed results. The time 
interval between print-outs may have a maximum of 9 values during one computer run. 
If the GUTTB table is deleted, computed results are printed out for every com- 
putation time step. 
GUTTB(1) = Time interval (in seconds) between print-outs for GENRL(1) < t < 
GUTTB(2). 
GUTTB(2) = Cut-off time for print-out interval = GUTTB(1). 
GUTTB(3) = Time interval between print-outs for GUTTB(2) < t < GUTTB(4). 
GUTTB(4) = Cut-off time for print-out interval = GUTTB(3). 
GUTTB(5) = Time interval between print-outs for GUTTB(4) C t GUTTB(6). 
GUTTB(6) = Cut-off time for print-out interval = GUTTB(5). 
GUTTB(17) =Time interval between print-outs for GUTTB(16) < t < GUTTB(18). 
@UTTB(18)= Cut-off time for print-out interval = GUTTB(17). 
The values of the cut-off times must be in ascending order. 
Sample Problem 
The results of the REKAP run are to be printed out at every 0.1 second for the 
initial 5 seconds and at every 1 second thereafter. GENRL(1) = 0 and GENRL(2) = 30. 
The GUTTB table for this problem is: 
GUTTB = .I, 5 , i ,  30, 
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END Table 
If a single REKAP run is made the input data must include the following table: 
END = 1, 
If successive (??back-to-backtt) runs are made this table must be deleted. 
Last Physical Card 
The last item in the REKAP input - must be a $ in any card column except column 1. 
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3 . 2  Procedure for Successive Computer Runs 
It may be necessary to make two or more computer runs which have only slightly 
differing input data. If desired, the input data for all of the runs can be submitted 
simultaneously in a greatly simplified form. 
If this procedure is used, the computer will load the program only once for the 
complete package of cases. This scheme saves approximately two minutes of IBM 
7094 time for each additional case. 
3 . 2 . 1  Preparation of Input Data Deck for Successive Runs 
1. Assemble the input data deck as usual for Case #1 except delete the END 
= 1 card. 
2. Insert a Hollerith alphanumeric identification card for Case #2 immediately 
behind the Case #1 $ card. 
3. Insert a $REKAP card ($ in card column 2) immediately behind the Case #2 
Hollerith identification card. 
4. Immediately following the $REKAP card insert the Case #2 input data which 
differs from the Case #1 input data. * 
5 .  If Case #2 is the final case include an END = 1 card in the Case #2 input data. 
If Case #2 is not the final case, delete the END = 1 card. 
6 .  Place a $ at the end of the Case #2 input data. If Case #2 is the final case, 
the $ is the last item required in the input data deck. 
7 .  If Case #2 is not the final case, the Case #2 $ card must be followed by a 
Hollerith identification card for Case #3. 
8. The Case #3 identification card must be immediately followed by a $REKAP 
card ($ in card column 2). 
Etc. 
*If an initial distribution of temperature and density is used for successive cases, 
of the initial distribution tables (XFGRT, NXT, TMT, NT, XFGRP, NXP, TMP, NP,  XFGRDN, 
NXD, TMDENS and ND) must be included for every initial distribution case, whether o r  not 
the distribution of T and p is identical for successive cases. 
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Figure 1-B. Schematic of Input Data Deck for Two Successive Cases 
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4.0 NOMENCLATURE 
c1 
c2 
cP 
cT 
E 
a F 
e F 
F12 
F23 
g HC 
gf 
H 
r H 
ie rfc 
K 
K1 
K2 
L 
M 
m 
g 
N1 
N2 
e P 
Pr 
Constant used in expression for density dependent K 
P Constant used in expression for density dependent C 
Specific heat, BTU/lb-deg. R. 
Constant used in turbulent blocking-equation (Appendix A) 
Activation energy, BTU/lb 
Radiation view factor across gas gap 
Emissivity factor used in equation for radiation across gas gap 
Fraction of layer 2 degradation gases which flow into layer 1 
Fraction of layer 3 degradation gases which flow into layer 2 
Heat of gas phase chemical reaction, BTU/lb 
Heat of decomposition, BTU/lb 
Recovery enthalpy, BTU/lb 
Integral of the complementary e r ro r  function 
2 
Thermal conductivity, BTU/sec f t  deg. R. /ft 
Quantity used in the graphite diffusion regime mass loss equation, BTU/lb 
Dimensionless quantity used in the graphite diffusion regime mass loss 
equation 
Latent heat of fusion or  vaporization, BTU/lb 
Molecular weight, lb/lb-mole 
Gas  mass flux, lb/sec-ft 2 
Constant used in expression for density dependent K 
P Constant used in expression for density dependent C 
Boundary layer edge pressure, lb/ft 2 
Prandtl number 
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qC 
s 
i 
R 
C 
m 
T 
t 
X 
Z 
Ah 
A t  
82 
P 3  
r 
f 
r) 
P 
NOMENCLATURE (cont'd) 
2 Convective heating rate, BTU/sec-ft 
Universal gas constant, BTU/lb mole-deg. R. 
Rate of charring, ft/sec 
Rate of surface recession, ft/sec 
Temperature, deg. R. 
Time, sec. 
Distance from front face, ft. 
Pre-exponential factor in equation (2) 
Boundary layer recovery enthalpy minus wall enthalpy, BTU/lb 
Computation time step, sec. 
2 
Constant used in refrasil recession model ft/sec-(deg. R. ) 
Dimensionless constant used in refrasil recession model 
Constant used in refrasil recession model, deg. R. 
Dimensionless constant used in fixed ablation temperature recession model 
Emissivity 
Order of thermal degradation reaction 
3 Density, lb/ft 
Dimensionless ratio used in "blocking" calculation 
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SUBSCRIPTS 
AB 
AMB 
BF 
BL 
BLK 
C 
FF 
g 
HGR 
L N  
M, v 
ME CH 
RR 
SURF. 
T 
VP 
W 
1 
2 
3 
Ablative mate rial 
Ambient 
Back face 
Boundary layer 
Blocking 
Char 
Front face 
Gas 
Hot gas radiatiqn 
Last node, i. e. node nearest back face 
Melting or  vaporization 
Mechanical 
Re-radiated 
Surface 
Total 
Virgin (un- deg r aded) mat e rial 
Wall 
First layer, i. e. layer adjacent to front face 
Second layer 
Third layer 
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